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Dear Colleague,
Thank you for your interest in creating a service-learning course. I recognize the
intense investment of time and effort in developing and implementing this type of
learning experience, and I appreciate your contribution to the Community
Engagement learning goal in the new Core Curriculum. You and your students are
applying knowledge and skills in ways that will make a difference in the community
and advance the Lasallian mission of the College.
Part of the process of conducting service-learning courses includes participating in a
professional development program. Your colleagues have created a program that
offers you information and skill development, based on best practices, to create a
positive learning experience for students, community partners, and yourself. The
program will help build a community in which you will learn from each other as well
as from CILSA staff. Please take full advantage of this unique opportunity.
Community engagement is becoming a critical and vibrant part of the national
college experience, reflected in the President's Honor Roll for Community
Engagement and the elective Carnegie Classification for Community Engagement.
Saint Mary's College has achieved both distinctions and is becoming known for its
quality community engagement programs both regionally and nationally. 1 am
excited that you are part of this work and stellar reputation.
I hope the information and insight you will gain from the professional development
gatherings and this workbook serve you well. Best of luck to you in this important
endeavor.

Sincerely,

Bethami A. Dobkin, Ph.D.
Provost and Vice President
for Academic Affairs
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Community Engagement (Engaging the World)
Learning Goal:

The core curriculum gives students an engaging, intellectual experience^ The Community Engagement
goal also requires them to leave the classroom and engage with the worlc. to apply their intellectual
experiences to communities beyond the academy. Students will actively |^nd critically reflect upon their
experiences and integrate them in their academic understanding of the World.
Community Engagement Learning Outcomes:
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Students will:
1) Apply academic methods aiid/or theories in a way that promotes collaboration and
mutual benefit in a community setting;
2) Demonstrate critical reflection throughout their expe i ience
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3) Express their understanding of the interconnections between their experience and their
responsibilities as members of social or professional com munities.

Rationale:
Community Engagement is to be understood broadly as students enga jjig their academic learning with
one or more partners in the community. Outcome #1 requires that Coi unity Engagement be an
academic experience. The term "community" is to be understood as brc £dly as possible, as any group of
persons outside of the classroom. (Examples of such communities woul:. include an elementary school in
which a student might be teaching, a political organization, the SMC co:ftimunity or some section of it, an
AIDS shelter, a financial institution, an engineering facility, a hospital, prison, etc.) Outcome #1 also
requires that the student work with one of these communities in a way Ijjiat responds to articulated
community priorities and demonstrates a spirit of reciprocity.
In outcome #2, "critical reflection" includes constructive observation, intellectual exploration, and
recognition of the complexity of learning. Reflection can be conducted in
i a variety of formats and settings.
Reflection can and should be a teaching tool as well as a learning tool. ]| Reflection can be used to assess
teaching and learning.
Outcome #3 attempts to create space for students to integrate their leaWhing, requiring that students
reflect on the implications of their experience for their lives as citizens and members of community.
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SMC Commitment & Infrastructure to Support Comir^mity Engagement
Institutional Financial Support
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The college subsidizes the cost of transportation, background checks, and other prerequisites (when necessary) rather than impose out-of-pockut expense to students. This
requires significant ADVANCE logistical coordination and planing to ensure efficient
dispersal of funds and procedures.
Student Orientation & Coordination
While it is up to the instructor to identify appropriate community sites as partners, the
college takes the responsibility of providing comprehensive c dentation on the "nuts and
bolts" of service-learning to students during REQUIRED out of class seminars to relieve
faculty of that task and minimize intruding on valuable class time.
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Engaged Learning Facilitators [ELF)
Specially trained student leaders with previous experience in service-learning courses
known as Engaged Learning Facilitators or "ELF" are recruited , interviewed, trained, and
supervised in paid positions to serve as a liaison between the instructor, student, and
community partner. An ELF helps coordinate logistics and cm help facilitate
communication with community partners as well as assist with reflection activities. Each
ELF meets with a supervisor every two weeks to monitor their work and provide
assistance/support.
Community Partnership
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The college has established and implemented formal memos of understanding (MOUs) with
community agencies that have a long history of working witi faculty and students to
clearly articulate roles and responsibilities.
Community partners come to campus on a specified day each semester to meet with
instructors to design course agreements and instructional pi ins to minimize the necessity
of faculty going off campus for these conversations.
Community partners participate in orientation and training en how to work with
instructors and students to help ensure quality experiences br both the college and the
community they serve.
Professional Development and Technical Support
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On-going brown-bag workshops are offered on a regular bass to learn new best practices,
Likewise, one-on-one consultation is available to instructors throughout the planning and
implementation of a course.

u
NOW....here's what YOU do.
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Participate and complete the faculty
development workshop

You're in it right now - you're off and running!!!

Participate in or attend additional professional
development workshops and one-on-one
consultation with CILSA staff

Watch for schedu ed workshops.

Meet with CILSA staff to identify POTENTIAL
community partners
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Meet with community agency representatives
to establish a course partnership well in
advance of teaching your course and
collaboratively complete the course agreement
plan with your partner (as part of community
partners on campus day or on your own)

Notify CILSA what community agencies you are
working with
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And WHEN YOU ri *ed to do it....

Schedule your one on-one consultation with CILSA
staff at YOUR convenience THIS semester before
school ends - trust us...this will make your life
easier in the long iW.
Hope fully you can do this during your one-on-one
consultation. GET IT DONE BEFORE SCHOOL ENDS!
If that's not possib keep working on this over the
summer WELL before school starts! This is only
going to get more <|:bmplicated the later you wait!
ThisisCOMPLETEl Yyour responsibility (in the same
way you choose a textbook for your course). Take
advantage of comiflunity partners being on campus
on during Community Time on WEDNESDAY MAY
1st

Otherwise...YOU will need to schedule visits offcampus ideally bemire school ends or during YOUR
summer break.
ASAP...the" dropdei adline" is August 1st - this is so
logistical coordination can begin "behind-thescenes."

Design a community engagement course using
O.P.E.R.A. rubric to create and submit a course
syllabus

TBD...moreto com<;

Meet with your E.L.F. to coordinate student
support logistics + discuss course activities

FIRST week of the Semester if not before. Your ELF
is going to make your life better in the long
run...they take catk of logistics so YOU don't have to.
Treat your ELF wif 1 loving care - you'll be glad you
did!
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Service-learning is the name of ONE pedagogy used in Community Engag^nent Courses and is defined
as...
a form of experiential education in which students engage in activities that address human and community
needs together with structured opportunities intentionally designed to promote student learning and
development. Reflection and reciprocity are key concepts of service-learn^ig." Qacoby, 1996, p.5)
Saint Mary's College definition of service-learning:
a form of teaching and learning in which students engage in purposeful adjion that address community
goals and through critical reflection to integrate the action with academic Objectives to foster civic
responsibility and social justice.
Saint Mary's College benchmarks of best practice for service-learning:
Reflection is integrated throughout the course.
Action is linked to course objectives and community goals through direct, indirect, or systemic efforts.
Students receive orientation to the identified action and community setting.
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Student learning and community goal attainment are assessed.
The course is grounded on theoretical foundations.
The number of and distribution of action/service hours may vary by cours;; objectives but should be
integrated with the course curriculum to provide opportunities for persoi.il and academic growth that is
integrated with reflection and discussion within a range of 20 to 30 hours; Der semester.

Volunteer Service
Projects (Altruism, Charity)
Internships/Practica
(Demonstration of skill
mastery for credential or
profession)
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Service-learning

Community Service

Enhanced Academic
Lea *ning

Purposeful
Civic/Community
Engagement

YES

)\0

NO

YES/NO

YES

NO

YES

YES

YES

What service-learning isn't...
Volunteering - doing good deeds, altruism, paying tuition to do charity, nc formal compensation/credit
Internship - experiential education designed to assimilate and demonstrate mastery of skills for
professional development and/or licensure
Placement - "dropping" students off at a site hoping/assuming learning otfturs -> reframe as partnership in
which community agencies are "co-educators"
An "add on" - all courses have an expectation and requirement of "out of c ass" work...SL is part of that
expectation

u
MYTHBUSTING THE TOP TEN MYTHS OF SERVICE-LEARNING
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1. Service-learning detracts from content during class time.
The service activity is directly related to course objectives and therefore class
discussion/content is enhanced by discussing/reflecting on ijvhat takes place during service
experiences. Lecture can incorporate and introduce important concepts from the service
experience.
2. Service-learning is an add-on...students cannot "take on ad< itional" work.
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Service is a pedagogical activity just like a reading assignm :, written papers, or exams
and therefore integrated within a course like any other teacj] ing/learning
activity/assignment Similarly, all courses have an expectati j) n of student work "outside"
class time. Service can be included in this out-of-class time along with other assignments.
3. Service-learning is a service project that is un-related to in -uctional objectives in
academic courses in which students merely "put in their hoWjrs" for a charity group.
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The service activity is a reciprocal exercise in which student^ apply concepts and/or skills
from class to meet a goal/need in a community agency, Faculty and community
representatives discuss how/when students spend a range o f20 to 30 hours over a fifteenweek semester. Service activities are carefully integrated inl:o course topics and learning
objectives and regularly discussed through reflection or otrMir academic activities.
4. Service-learning is a passing trend and fad.
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Service-learning has emerged as a field in and of itself, consisting of professional
conferences and literature that is theoretically-grounded. A| [variety of theoretical models
to "hard science" to
frame and shape the pedagogy ranging from the social sci
theology. Request for Proposals (RFPs) from prestigious ftijiding agencies such as the NSF,
NIH, EPA include service-learning, demonstrating a recognition of the instructional value
and impact of the pedagogy. Most professional accreditation l agencies now require some
aspect of service-learning. The "new professoriate" is coming to academia having had some
type of service-learning experience in their undergraduate work:, often expecting or hoping
to use this pedagogy in their own courses they teach.
5. Service-learning is not rigorous.
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On the contrary, it is usually MORE work for both students AND faculty. The authentic
nature of the work requires students to follow-through so community partners needs and
their clients are served. This level of "accountability" is nev^ and sometimes a "shock" to
students. This real-life setting is often challenging in terms itj)f logistics and overall effort as
well as challenging pre-conceived notions and perceptions acuity must do significant upfront preparation and on-going communication with commi;ijnity partners to make it a
meaningful and successful experience for students and com munity partners.

6. Students pay tuition to do volunteer work or get a grade for doing charity work.
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Students pay tuition for learning experiences. Students get grade for learning - not for
objectives. Although,
doing service. The service component of the course is tied tid) 'learning
of work students do in ways
community partners are generally asked to assess the quality
that may constitute a portion (e.g. 10%) of the final grade.
7. Service-learning is the same thing as an internship or other i: ractica such as student
teaching.
Service-learning is a form of experiential learning like interchips and practica but is not
the same thing. Internships and practica are "unilateral" equlcational experiences designed
to have students demonstrate mastery of specific professional skills to obtain professional
licensure or certification. Service-learning is reciprocal in ri^ture where the experience is
designed to meet the goals/needs of an agency as well as me 2t the learning objectives of a
course. Furthermore, most internships/practica do not include critical reflection of deeper
underlying social issues associated with the service experience Many or most servicelearning courses are not and do not have to be associated wi :h professional preparation
programs.
8. There is no empirical evidence that service-learning is an effective pedagogy.
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On the contrary, there is large and growing literature with 4 impelling evidence that
service-learning can have a significant impact in a variety o earning contexts. While
service-learning is not necessarily "better" than traditional (fpurses in delivering specific
content, research has documented it is effective in topical areas such as diversity, civic and
moral development, critical thinking, and application of the'cMry and skills.
9. The format and allocation of service hours do not always "fit ' with the organizational
outline or "flow" of a class.
There is no "set" way to allocate hours over the course of a semester - it depends on the
course objectives and the nature of the service. While the rule of thumb is 20 to 30 hours of
service over 15 weeks, those hours can be applied in variolic ways such as: a) 2 hours a
week, b) a "roller coaster" with several hours in the first few weeks followed by a "lull" and
reallocating hours in the final few weeks, c) a "bulge" of houri s in the middle of the semester
with pre-service and post-service study.
10. Service in service-learning is limited to direct one-on-one sftj-vice to a community agency's
"client."
Service CAN be direct, one-on-one interaction, such as tutorihg or serving as a companion
to the elderly or individual with disability. But service can t 'so be "in-direct" by providing
a service such a conducting research, creating a policy brief j designing media products for a
partner. Likewise, the service activity can be organized intp teams of students working
together on a project.

Primer for Potential Student Push-Back
Be prepared for questions, comments, or concerns stud^ts may pose to you.
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What if I have a job or....what if I'm an athlete?
Good question...but those things don't keep you from completing flther assignments for this or any
other class. You have to arrange your work schedule to do other ass work and the service component
is part of the class work. We have tried to arrange various project}^ that can accommodate your
schedule as best as we can.

Li
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What if I don't have a car?
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No worries. The college has arranged to pay for and provide BA^jf tickets to get you to and from
community partner sites.
What happens if I lose or use up my BART ticket?
YOU get to buy another one.
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Can I drive my own car to the community partner?
Yes. You'll have to sign a waiver. AND...you get reimbursed for g;ipsoline BUT... you must follow
procedures and proper paperwork. Lost paper work or missingli jadlines means you don't get
reimbursed. Details on this are covered in the orientation semina r
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What if I just don't have time to work the community engagement service m to my schedule?
I've tried to provide flexible options. You may have to drop this course and find another community
engagement class in which the service component is a better mat ch for your current schedule or simply
wait to complete the community engagement course at another tiline.

u
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Is it safe?
The college has formally established partnerships with agencies ijhat have been approved. Each
community partnership will provide an overview and orientatioii about their site, expectations and
protocol, as well as common sense safety tips for coming and go ink
Can I choose my own community partner?
No. The community partners have been selected for this class the ;ame way your textbook was...it is an
appropriate setting to meet the objectives of the course. Your in ructor has met with the community
partner and they have a full understanding of the expectations ai (fl objectives of the course. You may
choose from a menu of partners that we are using for this course.
Can I change community partners?
Yes and no. You can within a specified period of time but you are :hen committed to that agency once
that "grace period" has expired (which is typically the first two we eks of class)

L
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Aren't you "requiring me to volunteer" and if so, isn't that a contradiction in terms?
No. You are required to do service as part of the learning process ust as you are required to do reading
assignments, written papers, and exams.

Li
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So What Can A Service-Learning Course Look Like? - Here's! fame Brushstroke Descriptions
Pharmacy

Pre-professional pharmacists were assigned (in pairs) to be companions of senior citizens. They made
home/assisted living center visits once a week to have conversations with seniors. The students
observed and commented on specific medication issues relate^ to geriatrics in class discussions and
reflection activities. Students were also able to help their senior companions by reading/writing
letters, odd jobs around the house (e.g. changing light bulbs) ssues/topics such as cultural views of
elders, Medicare rules/regulations, dementia, gait/physical rjn ipvement, medication routine/confusion,
were observed and discussed in terms of how pre-profession^ will care for and interact with seniors
in their career,

Chemistry

College students learned and applied chemical analysis skills forking with schools and community
garden while conducting soil, water, and toy analysis for toxirib Students had to articulate their results
to a lay audience with recommendations for practice. The clas s collectively reflected on the role of
chemists as professionals and citizens in policy-making, especially revolving issues such as
environmental racism in which under-resourced agencies/c<j)ftimunities exposure to toxins was greater
than affluent areas.

English

Students in a "Literature of Poverty" S-L course tutored Title high school students. During their
interactions, students noted social, economic, cultural, medic):: indicators of poverty within the school
and the high school students and explore the reciprocal role ese factors and conditions had on
academic performance.

Marketing

Students in a Marketing course applied and demonstrated th<6 i r mastery of skills by working with nonprofit agencies to create marketing plans. The class collectivee y discussed the underlying issues for the
existence of these agencies. They compared and contrast sp£ dific concepts/skills applied in this
experience with corporate settings.

Political Science

One Poli-Sci course focused on the creation, administration, lfialysis, and reporting of a survey created
on behalf of a non-profit agency. The survey was used to as
the impact of programming and
outreach to clients. Students were able to apply their surve development and analysis skills in ways
that helped the community partner create a new strategic pi
A second Poli-Sci course did "indirect"
service by doing research to create policy briefs on best pracflce for agencies that were used in program
development and grant writing.

Research
Methods

A "stats" course provided indirect service to schools and non orofit agencies by "crunching numbers" of
existing surveys and assessment measures. Students were aMe to apply their statistical analysis
knowledge by helping agencies.
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Communications Students demonstrated mastery of video production skills bW (producing a 10-minute video for a nonprofit agency. Students reflected on the cultural, sociological economic factors related to the mission of
the agency coupled with the role of popular media/video defecting accurate and/or inaccurate portraits
of the clients served and/or issue being addressed.
Religious
Studies

This service-learning course focused on "food and faith" iss es by working with community gardens
and/or local food banks. Students provided direct service sracking shelves, delivering food, working in
gardens. They explored issues of social justice, poverty, huni^r using Christian scripture and tenets,
Students critically reflected on society's role (or lack of it) inf[jaring for the hungry as well as the intertwined issues of nutrition with other health/social needs.

Modern
Language

Students in an Italian class developed their language skills aril cultural understanding by meeting with
elderly Italian immigrants to create/produce an oral history :jn a DVD given to the seniors. Students
reflected on cultural values, including American views of "elders" and family.

Nutrition &
Fitness

Pre-med/nursing students developed and delivered a health/|nutritional literacy program for senior
citizens in assisted living settings and/or families in under-sjei
i^j-ved schools. Students had to focus on
their interpersonal communication skills as well as their tecr meal/medical skills in taking vital signs
and other assessments (flexibility, strength, cardio-vascular) £nd develop an intervention plan.
Reflection included social/cultural perceptions of this popule tion as well as social/political factors that
contribute to poor health/nutrition and how this would impjn* their practice as care-providers.
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CILSA maintains a file of all SMC service-learning course syllabi. Another rich resource is
Campus Compact. Sample syllabi from a variety of disciplines from around the country can be
found at:
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http://www.compact.org/category/syllabi/
Here is a list of some "atypical" service-learning course syllabi:
Math SL Class
http://www.compact.org/svllabi/math/an-iritroduction-to-mattiematicaI-ideas/3983/
Math Tutoring K-8
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http://www.compact.org/svllabi/mathematics-tutoring-for-stii^ents-grades-l-8/16723/
http://www.radicalmath.org/
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Business - Tax Concepts/Accounting
http://www.compactorg/syllabi/tax-concepts/4194/
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Business/Marketing
http://www.compact.org/category/syllabi/business-managen^^|nt/
Chemistry
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http://vvww.compact.org/syllabi/chemistry/chemistry-in-serv^e-of-the-community/4010/
Biology
http://www.compacLorg/category/syllabi/biology/
Ecotoxicology Course
http://www.compactorg/syllabi/ecotoxicology/17087/
Philosophy
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http://www.compact.org/category/sylIabi/philosophv/
Liberation Theology
http://www.compact.org/svIlabi/liberation-theology/4129/

U
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O.P.E.R.A.
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CILSA is here to help faculty develop, implement, and assess courses fa r community engagement.
The steps and components for this process can be summarized and easi y recalled with the O.P.E.R.A. rubric.
Objectives - Instructional objectives of the course are generated and tn en considered to determine if
service experiences will facilitate meeting those goals. Service is a pedii^ogy; a way of teaching &
learning. It is not "volunteering." Service is a required learning activity like other assignments. Key
guiding principles are ensuring intellectual rigor combined with promoting the common good. A unique
aspect of service-learning is that the course ALSO attempts to meet objejctives of a community agency
partner.
Partnerships - Community agencies are colleagues in service-learning who assist the instructor and
students in co-creating new knowledge while addressing critical issues in the community. Beyond merely
"placing" students in a setting, a partnership is a relationship between acuity, students, and the
community. Instructors meet with agency representatives prior to the course to explore a possible
partnership by sharing the syllabus and discussing the agency's needsi nstructors select partnership
sites to meet learning goals just as they select a textbook. A partnership embodies collaboration and
reciprocity to articulate roles, responsibilities, and communication plans between the instructor and the
community partner to ensure rigor and accountability. A formal writteif agreement articulating the
service activities and roles/responsibilities of students, instructor, and Community is signed and each
party keeps a copy. CILSA provides assistance on selecting, establishing & maintaining partnerships.
Engagement - Conversations before & throughout the course with a cbttimunity partner will determine
how students will be actively engaged in a learning experience through service to meet mutual objectives,
This is meaningful ACTION designed to meet instructional goals and promote social action. Students
receive an orientation about the agency and their activities to gain an understanding how their service is
integral to the agency's mission. An Engaged Learning Facilitator (ELrj assists in
monitoring/coordinating engagement
Reflection - This is the intentional consideration of an experience in light of instructional objectives
(Hatcher & Bringle, 1991). Reflection is always connected to the instructional goals as well as the
implications of the action for achieving the common good. Reflection hs ppens before, during, and after
experiences both in and out of the classroom. Reflection is a powerful leaching, learning, and assessment
tool that can take many formats and methods ranging from dialogue, threaded discussion, journal entries,
and activities in various settings. CILSA provides workshops on reflectiDn methods.
Assessment - Assessment brings the course full circle to determine if tlije experience accomplished the
original objectives for^the instructor and community partner, thereby :p omoting accountability. When
done correctly, assessment is an on-going process and not limited to equation at the end of a learning
experience. Assessment can be accomplished through: products, test scores, pre/post measures, agency
evaluations, student evaluations. Assessment should also include a celebration of what has been
accomplished!
Objectives

Assessment

ServiceLearning

Partnerships

U
Reflection

Engagement
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Zig - Zaging Our Way Through OPERA
Starting with the first three steps

K

Faculty tend to
start here...
"worrying" about
"sites"
We need to start
with learning
objectives... they
"drive" the
process

/

A

Then focus on what
students engage in to
meet objectives and
determine if that can
occur at the partner
site

Then we meet with
partners to figure
out how to meet
mutual objectives

We will really focus on reflection [R] and assessment [A] AFTER these initial steps.
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NEW OR REVISED COURSE
TITLE/DESCRIPTION

OBJECTIVES

What do you want your students tc experience, demonstrate or
accomplish at the end of this cours

Service-Learning (SL) is a form of experiential education in whiclji7 students engage in activities
that address human and community needs together with structu d opportunities intentionally
designed to promote student learning and development. Reflection and reciprocity are key
concepts of service learning." (Jacoby, 1996, p.5)
Can service-learning help you and your students meet your instn ctional objectives?

Service-learning Benchmarks - Saint Mary's College of California
- Reflection is integrated throughout the course.
- Action is linked to course objectives and community goals through direct, induct, or systemic efforts.
- Students receive orientation to the identified action and community setting.
- Student learning and community goal attainment are assessed.
- The course is grounded on theoretical foundations.
- The number of and distribution of action/service hours may vary by course ob bctives but should be integrated
with the course curriculum to provide opportunities for personal and academic growth that is integrated with
reflection and discussion within a range of 20 to 30 hours per semester.

)
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PARTNERS

Who might help you achieve the? e objectives?

What faculty and/or staff and/or student(s) on campus
might be a partner to help you meet your objectives?

What (if any) type of community setting or agency
might be a partner ti help you meet your objectives?

If you don't know or can't think of any, consult with colleagues or CILSA staffPossible roles for partners in your class.
Guest speaker

Conduct reflection discussion

Help assess student performance

Co-presentation at a conference

Co-author an article or product

Coordinate off-campus learning experiences

Serve on departmental/institutional advisory board

Other???

Possible examples/;pplications of how that might look

u
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ISSUES & FACTORS ABOUT PARTNERHIPS
While representatives from community agencies
are viewed as "co-educators" and true partners,
to whom and what do they target their time and
energies? Why does this matter and why
should faculty AND students care?

Notes/comments:

Should students choose their own community
Partner site? Why or why not?

Some partnerships involve serving and
Interacting with "vulnerable populations." How
Would you define this and what are the issues
And factors that instructors AND students
must be aware of?

Some partners MAY want you and your students to
conduct research on THEIR behalf. Does this
mean you need to get IRB approval?

•
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Top 10 Things for Faculty to
Discuss with Community Partners
1. Define Service-Learning
■ ■BIB

Service-learning is a form of experiential education in which students engage in activities that address
human and community needs together with structured opportunities intentionally designed to promote stu

if)

dent learning and development. Reflection and reciprocity are key concepts of service learning (Jacoby,
1996. p.5).

0

2. Share Your Syllabus and Instructional Objectives
Discuss how the service-learning project connects to course content and helps meet instructional
objectives.

aCO.

3. Describe Student Skill Level
How developed are your students' communication, problem-solving, and interpersonal skills (etc.)?

4. Explain Timeline
Doing the math: Most service-learning projects have a duration of approximately 12 weeks (15-week se
mester minus two weeks for initial start-up and one week for finals

03
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5. Consider Capacity
How many students can the partner ably supervise and support?

6. Discuss Possible Projects
Brainstorm possible projects, given both instructional objectives and the community partner's
needs. NOTE: It's perfectly acceptable for the community partner to say "no" at this (or any
other!) juncture if discussing numbers two through five has made it clear it's not a good match for
all involved.

7. Clarify Roles
What are the roles and responsibilities of the instructor, the partner, and the students?

8. Orientation Process
Establish when, where and how students will be oriented to the community partner site, population
served, etc.

9. Determine Partner Contact Person and Create Communication Plan
i ,

Clarify who will serve as the primary project contact, and how and when to best communicate with
this individual.

10. Create an Assessment Plan
How will you determine that student learning has occurred and that community needs have been met?

18
OBJECTIVE SQUARED = COMMUNITY PARTNER OBJECTIVES
The reciprocal nature of service-learning includes meeting the obj actives/goals of a community
partner. Service-learning is a MUTUALLY beneficial partnership^ Traditional "unilateral" goals
focusing on student learning reflects experiential learning models such as internships, practica,
student teaching that professional programs (e.g. social work, nureing , teaching, etc.) utilize
provide students an opportunity to demonstrate master of profes$ onal skills to achieve
certification of licensure.
There is only ONE way to find out what a community partner's ob actives and goals are. .ASK!
This requires a conversation....ideally a face-to-face meeting AT HEIR SITE. Multiple
partners require multiple discussions.
Now it is up to you to decide if this partnership can meet the objectives of BOTH partners

Conversation points:
1. What is the history and mission of your
agency?

What are some immediate goals and
objectives you have that my class and
students might be able to help
achieve? (notice the positive/asset-based use
of language here)

What is your timeframe for these
goals?
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$MC COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIP COURSE AGREEMENT: FOR FACU t TY& COMMUNITY

u
u

Course Name, # and Term:
Instructor Name, E-mail, Phone:
Community Partner Organization Name:
Website:

Address:
On-Site Supervisor Name & Title:

Phone & Email:
Phone & E-mail:

Executive Director or Principal Name:
Term Start Date:

u

Term End Date:

Best Method of Communication for partner:
PARTNER

u
u
u
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This Community Partnership Course Agreement ensures academic rigor, creates and/or sustain a
reciprocal relationship between the college and community partner, and fi 'omotes best practices that lead
to quality experiences for students, the instructor and the community pail: ler. This agreement will be
reviewed, discussed, and completed by the SMC instructor and community partner organization or agency
(hereafter called "community partner"). Approval represents a commitm^lnt by the instructor and
community partner to oversee the project and ensure that appropriate s\ih ervision, safety and ethical
standards are met. No provisions relating to liability, indemnity, insurance or financial obligations may be
added to this template without authorization from appropriate campus authorities.

Community Partner site supervisor agrees to the following:
• Provide an orientation to the mission and goals of your organization and the issues being addressed.
• Provide a description of student community engagement responsibilities. If direct sew ce, a schedule will be created that
outlines days and hours per week the student will serve, and in what capacity. If indirect . 'ervice, a timeline will be created that
outlines due dates for project components, to whom project components should be submitted, and how.
• Provide sound supervision through 1] providing an on-site orientation, 2) meeting
/or speaking consistently with the
student about his/her community engagement experience and performance, 3) in vohHng the student in on-site training and
reflection.
• Respond to student, instructor and, if applicable, CILSA Engaged Learning Facilitator communications in a timely manner,
ideally within 48 hours.
• Review, sign and return paperwork related to community engagement in a timely manner.
• Become familiar with the course content and timeline and explore ways to be part ofjlffye teaching-learning "team."
• Participate in a formative mid-term 3-way evaluation and follow-up, with CILSA support
• Provide summative assessment/evaluation of student performance (service) and the Community engagement partnership at
term's end.
Faculty Member agrees to the following:
• Articulate course learning objectives and community partner service objectives connected to community engagement
• Plan an in-class orientation to community engagement opportunities, specific course : ased project(s), and the community
setting
• Provide indirect support for community engagement supervision by: If direct service. F requently check and/or collect
students' logs, schedule frequent in-class reflections and assign frequent reflection a^i; gnments to determine what students
are doing and how they are connecting it to course content If indirect service: Provid^ pcademic support for project
components and actively reinforce project timelines.
• With the assistance of CILSA, keep in contact with site supervisors and respond pronitjtly to community partner needs and
concerns. Respond to community partner, CILSA and student communications in a tim jly manner, ideally within 48 hours,
• Participate in a formative mid-term 3-way evaluation and follow-up, with CILSA suppirt
• Integrate reflection throughout the course (prior to service/research, during and aftl:-).
• Review, sign and return paperwork related to community engagement in a timely manner
• Provide summative assessment/evaluation of student performance (learning) and th^ community engagement partnership at
term's end.

u
Plan for Student Community Engagement:
These points should be negotiated and recorded. This template can be modified to reflect the specifics of
student community engagement in the context of a particular course.
Number of students, given community partner capacity:
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Number of hours per student, if direct service, and allocation of hours over academic term
What form will student community engagement take? Provide a detailed description of what students will
do (nature of direct service, indirect service, or both). How will the community engagement experience
respond to community partner priorities and contribute to the organization 's mission?

How will community engagement experiences be linked to course concerjtk? What course activities and
assignments will demonstrate that students are connecting course concepjs to community engagement
experiences?

In-Class Orientation Date, Time and Location:
On-Site Orientation Date(s), Time(s) and Location(s):
Important dates (i.e. SMC holidays and vacations) worth noting:
What special preparation will be required prior to the start of community imgagement? Special training
(provided by community partner), TB tests, background checks (live scan or fingerprints), other?

y
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Please follow the steps below and check each of the boxes as you do S3
L—1 The instructor has shared the course syllabus with the community partner,
□ I.R.B.: The instructor and community partner have reviewed and initiail d the CILSA/I.R.B. Screening
Document (Appendix) and determined if the community engagement p rtoject will require IRB review,
□ Community Engagement Funds: The instructor and community partn^ understand that Saint Mary's
College of
California provides community engagement funds for the following: student background checks, TB
tests, and
transportation to and from community engagement sites. These funds 3re managed by CILSA in
partnership with
the instructor. Funds for all other community engagement project components will come from the
instructor's school or department and/or from the community partner Drganization.
I I The instructor and community partner have discussed and agreed upo::. how community engagement
experiences
and/or products created through community engagement will be assessed
SIGNATURES:

L;

By signing this plan you have read, understood, and agree to the termjs set out in the pages above.
Community Partner Signature Date

U
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Instructor

Signature

Date

Both the instructor and community partner will keep a copy of this plan on lile during and after the
partnership experience. The instructor will provide CILSA with a copy of this agreement in advance of the
community engagement course.
For more information on best practices for community engagement, please s&ls: www.stmarys-ca.edu/cilsa
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CILSA/I.R.B. Screening Document
Research is defined for IRB purposes as activities intended to contribute to "generalizeable
knowledge." The criterion that triggers the need for IRB approval m the course setting is whether
the project is designed as research (to contribute to "generalizable knowledge") or whether it is
designed strictly as a learning exercise with results that are not usea outside the course setting,
Research with human study participants requires IRB approval, whereas course exercises do not

y

Two very important points:

u

automatically establishes both the intent to contribute to generalize.\de knowledge and the need
for IRB approval prior to beginning to collect data.

i

u

- The intent to publish or otherwise publicly disseminate the results; outside the course

- The IRB is not able under any circumstances to approve research retroactively.
Working with an outside community partner can add complexity, b qcause the ways in which the
outside/community partner intends to use the data collected can a ;so factor into your decision
about the need to seek IRB approval. Some outside community partners have exceptions to IRB
review for internal studies such as program reviews or needs asse$?]ments . However, your
students gathering.data for the partner may not be covered under that exception. It is NECESSARY
to have a frank discussion with your community partner about the Various possible uses of the
data collected before beginning your study, as IRB approval cannot >
te obtained retroactively.
The following represent the criteria employed by the IRB in reviewing proposals. These are based
on the Belmont Report.

U
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Risks to subjects are minimized by using procedures which are consistent with sound research
design and which do not needlessly expose subjects to risk.
The research plan protects the privacy of subjects and the confidentiality of data,
Risks to subjects are reasonable in relation to anticipated benefit^ if any) to the subjects, and the
importance of the knowledge that may reasonably be expected to rlesult.
Selection of subjects is equitable. The IRB will take into account th2 purpose of the research and
the setting in which the research will be conducted, and will be especially cognizant of the special
problems of research involving vulnerable populations. When some or all of the subjects are likely
to be vulnerable to coercion or undue influence, such as children, prisoners, pregnant women,
mentally disabled persons, or economically or educationally disadvantaged persons, additional
safeguards have to be included in the study to protect the rights and welfare of these subjects.
Informed consent will be appropriately documented.
When appropriate, the research plan makes adequate provision f6Jr monitoring the data collected to
ensure safety of subjects.
Conducting research on BEHALF of a community partner is a g w area that warrants
careful consideration and discussion between the instructor and community partner
PRIOR to gathering, sharing and use of research results. Faculty AND students bear an
ethical responsibility to adhere to ethical principles and best p ractice
The instructor is responsible for discussing application of these principles with the community partner
EVEN if the instructor has no intention of disseminating the results of research conducted on BEHALF of
the agency. This reflects an ethical behavior and tenet of "do no harm" as \*?ell as minimize risk to the
instructor, students, community partner, the agency's clientele, and subjects )fthe study.

u
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There is an ethical and legal imperative that faculty and/or student^ are not complicit (even
unintentionally) in inappropriate or questionable research practice! :hat places the instructor,
students, college, or community partner at risk. Similarly, it is incurjtijbent upon the instructor to go
above and beyond applying ethical research principles to discuss and insure the safety of
students conducting research on BEHALF of a community partner, faculty member cannot and
must not un-intentionally place SMC students at risk in the process of conducting research on
behalf of an agency.
1. Does the instructor plan or anticipate presenting or publishing aspects of the course
activities?
If yes, the instructor MUST obtain IRB an proval before the course
begins.
Instructor provides a copy of IRB pi'D posal to CILSA
Instructor notifies CILSA of IRB ap]b|(oval
2. Does the instructor plan or anticipate conducting research/withering qualitative and/or
quantitative data with human subjects (e.g. interviews, survey distribution, focus groups)
as part of the course activities?
NO

u
u
u

u
u
u

YES

NO YES If yes, the instructor MUST obtain IRB f iproval before the course
begins.
Instructor provides a copy of IRB pW oposal to CILSA
oval
Instructor notifies CILSA of IRB approval
3. Does the community partner plan to collect data as part of the course activity?
NO YES If yes, the community partner must adhere to and document best
practice using the Research Protocol Discussion Checklist form that is
reviewed and initialed during a discuss^n with the instructor,
- Instructor provides a signed copy of flthe form to CILSA to be kept
on file.
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Research Protocol Discussion Checklist
Instructor Name
Agency Contact Name

u
Li

U
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Course Title/Number.

Semester/Term

Does the community partner plan to collect data as part of the cou^e activity?
NO

YES

If yes, does the agency have an oversight committee/process to rej^ew data collection procedures
that protect human subjects?

i

I
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NO

YES

If yes, please provide a copy of documentation of review and approval
Provided to the instructor on (date)
f the community partner plans to collect data, the agency must adhere to AND document
procedures to ensure student safety that includes (confirm w/initial on each line):
. Safety/protocol orientation to students regarding data collection process that
includes subjects' informed consent and the option to discontinue or refuse
answering questions perceived as invasive
. Student collection teams in pairs/groups at all times
. Instructor contact information available to students
. Collection in daylight hours
, Safe settings/conditions (e.g. - no indoor home visits)
Non-invasive questions to ensure the safety of students collecting data
Assurance of respondent confidentiality
Safe/secure storage of data
Signatures below indicate and verify discussion and agreement of all of tjh|e factors on prior pages.
Instructor Signature.

u

Instructor Name (Print).
Agency Representative Signature
Representative Name (Print)

u

Date

Date

y
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COMMUNITY PARTNERS AS CO-EDUCATORS

u
u
u
t

Do you think community partners "trust" professors and students in general? Why or why not?

i

u
u
u
u
u

In what ways can community partners/agencies be THE teacher

TOWN & GOWN + INTER-CULTURAL HUMILITY

What is meant by "inter-cultural humility?

What are some "cultural" factors faculty need
to be aware of when working with community
partners in this context?

li

u

you and to your students?

How might you articulate this role to them and what impact do yo u think it will have on your
working relationship?

What is meant by the term "town & gown"?

u
u

L
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VIEWING GUIDE: IMPORTANT STUFF FROM CO MUNITY PARTNERS
ABOUT COMMUNITY ENGAGEMAE NT
Community partners said.
We love SMC students and faculty.
Pre-course planning is Important.
Students are para-professionals.
We're counting on you.
We work with a variety of partners.
We want meaningful outcomes.
NPOs have limited capacity.
We value your time...you value ours.
You're leaving a legacy.
You're part of our community..

Respect, dignity, and humility.
New possibilities...
Reflection can happen anywhere...
Timelines & deadlines exist everywhere

On-going communication.

Unpacked message & insights.
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Read/review the following brief scenarios. Reflect on and discuss ifbur thoughts regarding
"town and gown" issues as well as "inter-cultural humility." What Went well...didn't go well? What
might have been done differently?
Scenario #1
Dr. Smith, a brilliant scholar in health and nutrition was asked to came to an urban inner city school
with low-income families primarily of African-American heritage tc discuss nutrition. She was
thrilled to be invited and prepared her materials and Powerpoint presentation. Upon arrival, she
immediately reviewed her background and educational degrees froijn Ivy League schools as well as
a list of her publications and awards. She did not ask for families to introduce themselves or ask
what they hoped to gain from the workshop. Instead, she turned to her Powerpoint and began
"lecturing" on the importance of "whole grains" in breads, buns, bniwn rice coupled with a focus on
fresh fruit and vegetables that could be bought at any supermarket qr farmer's market (although
the school is located in a "food desert.") Dr. Smith then provided a ke-home "how-to" sheet
instructing families on "how to eat properly." She also indicated her college students would be
coming to the school to tutor and provide "technical assistance" to injiyone who wanted more
information.
Scenario #2
Dr. James is a professor who is a reading specialist She was eager tc have her service-learning
class take reading assessment data from a partner school and create their own after-school
program in which tutors could use on their own. Dr. James came tc ithe school and met with a
small group of teachers and parents to explain her project. She said this was not a "one-shot"
program nor was it a service project or even an act of charity. She was interested in creating a long
term, sustainable partnership that would evolve over time. Dr. James told them she valued their
input and perspective since they were intimately more aware of the children's needs AND interests
than she or her students were. She went on to say her class project was designed as a "pilot"
program in which the teachers and parents would play a role as "e>:p erts" to HER and to her
college students....to help them understand important and practica issues so that the program
would be realistic and viable in ways that would appeal to other teat hers and parents later. She
admitted there would be some "trial and error" and that she and he students would be "making it
up as we go" but with the input and support of teachers and parents^ she knew a final product
would be "co-created" that would meet everyone's goals and needs She said their legacy would be
"educating" pre-professional educators and has an impact on her students' learning and the
children they taught in the future.
Scenario #3
A small group of pre-professional education students were in an afterschcM program at an inner city, lowincome, diverse school to conduct homework factories and/or recreatio i d programs as part of a class project,
A pair of un-supervised students was in charge of an activity in the gym. (pne college student decided to play a
game in which the children take off their shoes and throw them into a pir They would then get in a circle
around the pile and dash in to retrieve their shoes just as a run activity. 0 ne student would not take off his
shoes and "cooperate." One of the college students leading the activity admonished the child for "not
behaving" who then ran off crying. The other college student came over their peer leading the game and
said aloud in front of the group, "Don't be so hard on him...you have to r&jnember, some of these poor kids
don't have socks and so he's probably embarrassed to take off his shoes _b ecause his feet are dirty and smell you'll have to remember that kind of thing if you want to go into teaching as a career."
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ENGAGEMENT
My students might engage in the following types of service.

What specific topics and/or skills from class would you incorporate into the service and how would they be
scheduled or dispersed throughout the semester in a meaningful and incremental way?

Would this be a weekly/incremental allotment of hours or a "roller coaster" al otment of hours?

Would students work in teams or individually? How can/will you prepare/asss>s team function(s)?

How many community partner agencies can you realistically work with?

How many students can community partner agencies realistically work with?

u
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THE BRIDGE ~ INTEGRATING ENGAGEMENT + REFLECTION
Instructors tend to focus on the "service" in service-learning when the I^EAL learning often takes place
in and during REFLECTION. This process allows students to make connections to what they are doing
through the service to what they are learning in class. That is why it is iso important to intentionally
develop and INTEGRATE critical reflection questions and probes THROUGHOUT the course. Here is
an example from a Nursing course to illustrate this approach using dinict service in which students
reflect on a specific topic every other week. They respond in writing using the ABCs (stay tuned). The
instructor allocates time during one class session to share/discuss wri tan reflection passages they read
while assessing the students' journals. The instructor also invites the c ass to share and discuss their
experience during classtime while making direct COGNITIVE CONNECTION TO CLASS CONTENT

J[
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Pre-professional nurses in a course on geriatrics work in pairs* to mee| t with senior citizens in their
homes/assisted living apartments on a weekly basis. The students spend 90 to 120 minutes during
each visit to simply engage in conversation and/or help with simple taslfs such as read/write letters,
take care of a minor chore around the house (e.g. change a light bulb) play cards, etc. as the "service"
component of the class. This is pretty straight-forward direct service ta the clients of the agency as well
as to the agency itself as it expands the type of personal one-on-one c^re/attention the agency cannot
always provide

Reflection #1 - Dementia and cognitive delays. During your next y'sit, note any examples in
speech and/or behavior that suggest/indicate evidence of dementia as we have discussed in class.
Describe what you observed using specific terms/symptoms related to specific forms/types of
dementia (e.g. stroke, Alzheimer, etc.) discussed in the readings and class discussions
[COGNITION]. Indicate how you responded to these behaviors or ff owyou MIGHT respond had
they occurred or if they occur in the future with a patient - this might include specific
strategies/techniques discussed in the text/class discussions. How well did it work or not work?
Why or why not? What could you differently in the future? What i/ould you suggest to your
companion's family members to do? [BEHAVIOR]. Consider your pwn personal reaction to the
dementia you observed or have observed/experienced in the past How does it make you feel?
How do you think family members or the patient themselves mightifeel in these circumstances?
Why do you feel this way and why does it matter as a caregiver? [AFFECT]
Reflection #2 - Physical mobility and gait During your next visit tpote any characteristics in your
senior companion's mobility and gait Relate these observations tc specific examples/conditions
we have discussed in class. Indicate how these characteristics im phctyour companion's life, both
positively and negatively [COGNITION]. Indicate how you respondhd to these behaviors or how
you MIGHT respond had they occurred or if they occur in thefutu T\l with a patient - this might
include specific strategies/techniques discussed in the text/class discussions. How well did it work
or not work? Why or why not? What might you do differently in th efuture? Whatmightyou
suggest to your companion's family members to do or try? What are some simple activities your
companion might engage in to improve their mobility and gait? ]l stifyyour suggestion based on
the research/information from class. [BEHAVIOR]. Consider your own personal reaction the
mobility of your companion you observed or have observed/expe\ienced in the past How does it
make you feel? How does this impact their quality of life and independence ? How does our culture
view and value physical independence and why does this matter tc you as a practitioner? What
new insights into your own physical mobility have you gained? Wliy do you feel this way and why
does it matter as a caregiver? How would YOU feel if you had limited mobility and why? [AFFECT]

u
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Reflection #3 - Receptive and expressive language. During your niirt visit, note any examples in
your companion's receptive and expressive language traits/behavicrs we have discussed in class.
Describe what you observed using specific terms/symptoms related to specific characteristics
discussed in the readings and class discussions [COGNITION]. Describe your companion's
behaviors and how it reflected language assets and/or deficits. Ind'cate how you responded to
these behaviors or how you MIGHT respond had they occurred or if they occur in the future with a
patient - this might include specific strategies/techniques discusst^ in the text/class discussions.
How well did it work or not work? Why or why not? What might you suggest to your companion's
family members to do or try? What are some simple activities your Companion might engage in to
improve their language? Justify your suggestion based on the reset
[BEHAVIOR]. Consider your own personal reaction to the languagd behavior you observed or have
observed/experienced in the past How does it make you feel? How do you think family members
or the patient themselves might feel in these circumstances? Why ao you feel this way and why
does it matter as a caregiver? How would you feel if you had limited expressive and/or receptive
language skills and why? [AFFECT]
Reflection #4 - Emotional well-being. One can often readily see ahti assess the emotional wellbeing of a patient by their behavior. On your next visit, note what our companion talks about and
HOW they talk about it Do they appear energized, excited, engagpp? Or do they seem subdued,
withdrawn, just plain "down"? What do they talk about -family? Briends? Activities? Career? Life
accomplishments? Or do they focus on regret, sadness, illness, lon^\iness? Articulate and integrate
your observations with information from Chapter 8 on Emotional Xt ell- being. Be aware that overt
behavior does not always reveal what is going on inside an individual, Behaviors can often "mask"
what an individual is experiencing internally. Indicate social situqfoons or life events that can
"trigger" positive and/or negative emotions for senior citizens [CQfiNITION]. What specifically did
your companion do to depict their emotional status? What are sotfte confounding factors that
might contradict what you observed and what is actually going on with your companion ? How do
you typically behave in situations with others who are depressed? \figitated? Confused?
Sad/melancholy? Excited? How will your behavioral reactions anrf tendencies impact your
caregiving? What can/might you do in response to a senior citizen in your care who expresses
possible emotional concern? What did we discuss in class and in the readings regarding this topic?
[BEHAVIOR]. How do you feel when around individuals (friends, fa mily, patients] demonstrating
some of the emotional conditions we have discussed? How do YOfif typically behave when you are
upset or confused? What impact does it have your quality of life? What impact does it have on
others? Why does this matter to you as a caregiver?
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Transitioning - As the semester begins to wind down, be sure to spend time with your companion to
prepare them for your impending departure. Explain to them the $$mester is coming to an end and
that you will not be coming on a regular basis after mid-December Share with them how much you've
enjoyed your time with them. Tell them whatyou've learned from tfiem as a teacher or "elder" that
will help you as a professional. You might consider writing a card, giving them a photograph of you
with them, or giving a SMALL, SIMPLE gift. Don't promise you will check in" on them unless you really
mean it Don't give your personal contact information.
These examples clearly illustrate how students REFLECT on the LEARNING <Aspect that occurs through reflection
on the SERVICE. The discussion that ensues from the reflection journal entiy and class conversations
enhances/reinforces content from the readings and lectures. Students can sBe these concepts first hand while
providing a service to the clients. Likewise, the clients are providing a service to the pre-professionals by
providing professional development opportunities.

Li
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REFLECTION
What is reflection?
i

How is reflection different from a "report"?

How & when would you go about integrating
reflection activities/assianments throughout the
semester based on the course outline and/or
incremental application in the service? (Recall earlier
sample from Nursing course)
What are various formats or methods of conducting
reflection?

What are some pre-conceived notions that we
and/or students often have about reflection?

.
What are some of the pros & cons to conducting
reflection?

■
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POSSIBLE REFLECTION FORMATS
Configuration
Large group

NOTES

Small group

Dyads

Individual

Medium
Journal/Written

"Graffiti"

Discussion/Oral

Multimedia

Li
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What is meant by the "shadow-side of reflection?"

POSSIBLE REFLECTION RUBRICS
Name
ABCs

Description
Affect = Feelings + WHY
Behavior = Past, present, future
Cognition = concrete connection
to class content
Stream of consciousness
Sections
Scoring procedures
Written and/or oral

What? So What?
Now What?

What? = content

So What? = critical reflection

Now what? = application

NOflrES

y
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Pre - flection

Course baseline

Class session baseline/catalyst

Take A Stand

Active & critical discussion

y
Students as "teacher"
■

Instructor as facilitator
Comments/Notes/Thoughts:

u
i

:
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Tiani's Reflection Using the ABCs/Head+Heart+Hands
[Responding to a class exercise to create an evaluation rubric to illuktlrate the democratic process]
As a class we spent time collectively creating an evaluation rubric for on^ijjf our assignments
- Heart/Affect: What were you feeling during the process?
- Hands/Behavior: Can you think of a time you had to work ivith someone else in a similar
situation? What did you do? With this new insight, how might you behave in the future?
- Head/Cognitive: What concepts/terms from class readings reflect this process?

y
y

We were supposed to take some task that was really easy and define a very basic rubric. Well I was very
frustrated with the whole process [HEART/AFFECT]. First we were sitting there discussing and we found
what I thought was a good rubric. Right? And all of the sudden one persotji raises his hand and says, "I
don't like this, it's too much like this or that" and we spent at least half an tyour trying to figure out
something that was really easy. In the end, I think everyone just gave up and said, "you know what, I'm
tired of talking about this, let's just do it." But as frustrated it made me feje , I actually understood much
more about our government. [HEAD/COGNITION] What we practiced in our exercise was what we could
call an example of participatory democracy. The book says [quoting fronj
Mill :he textbook] it is the idea that
embraces active participation bv the citizens in the community and wor iace decision-making at a local
level - it is rooted in the notion that whatever touches all should be iudgec by all. It requires much more
than just voting for competing elitists. Through a process of decision, debate, and compromise, thev link
their concerns with the needs of the community. It all sounds great in theory but when you actually try to
and do it, it gets really frustrating. I don't even know if we had the best rubric that we could've had. I don't
think anyone got what they wanted which could be bad or could be good o contrast that with the
democratic theory of elitism, I'm saying it is probably a whole lot easier il just did what a couple of people
thought was OK. [Quoting from the textbook] The democratic theory of eihtism theorizes that elites in
power should make all the crucial decisions facing society and citizens should be rather passive in politics.
generally participating for voting and competing elites, and periodic elections. Democratic elitists argue
that the role expected of the citizen in a participatory setting is unrealistic and that too much participation
will contribute to the instability of the political and economic system. This theory is normally something
we look down on. And after doing this exercise and going over this, it real11 y surprised me that I was like,
"Yeah, we should do something more like that." So it really helped me sen where a lot of our law makers
are coming from when they don't want to listen to all these people - especially a lot of people I know in our
class have a lot of views that aren't the most popular - it isn't what mainstream society is talking about. We
get really upset or get really frustrated when we go to talk to these politicians and we say, "Look, what
about this?" and "Who cares about this little group of people over here?" We all get really frustrated when
we feel the government is not addressing our needs. But when we did this exercise I could see how they
view us. It's that one person who raises their hand and they think they have the perfect policy or the policy
they think will please a lot of groups and then there's that one person who is the corner saying, "I don't like
it because of this." [HANDS/BEHAVIOR] I guess I'm normally that person !■■ that one person who says, "No,
no, you forgot about these people." It really surprised me that when it harj pened in a big group, it was so
easy for me to say, "Forget the little person, let's just move on, let's just d<5 what everyone likes." It really
surprised me how quickly I switched. It helped me understand why politicians do what they do. I learned
how frustrating it can be. As I go and try to do more things I hope to take that understanding with me. I
hope to try and show politicians that it's not just one person bringing up ;i concern that only effects a minor
part of the population, but try and show them the idea that theses decisions benefit everyone, that helping
the poor will make the whole community stronger. In addition to that, thip spring I'll be doing an
internship at the Capitol and I'm sure I'm going to get to see a lot of people and I'll probably get frustrated
with all these people who care about this or that I'm sure I'm going to get frustrated with all of these
interest groups. But I hope to keep this exercise in mind. I want to have it help me have patience when I'm
listening to these people. It just really blew my mind. I definitely think I have to take this when I go before
Congress or push any issue that this will be very important to keep in mincL
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ABCs of Reflection Case Studies
Case Study #1 - Cultural Diversity in Education

u

U

u

Reflection Prompt: We've been discussing/exploring verbal and non-verbal communication
in class. Reflect on your service-learning experiences and identify
i
examples of some of the
communication traits/styles from class discussion and readin gs that you've observed (c).
s and how you've used them
Think about your own verbal/non-verbal communication s
in this service-learning setting with those you're working witl^ and/or other
settings/contexts. How (if at all) would you adjust your communication style/approach
now that you're aware of these dynamics? (B) Consider how yau 've felt in this or other
situations where differences in communication styles have been experienced. Ponder how
others from various cultures or contexts might feel when they re faced with communication
styles that vary from their own. (A)
We spent the last week reading and discussing cultural differences and behaviors. I have to admit
that I wasn't all that into it when we first started going over this stji f and I even had a little trouble
getting it. It didn't really make a lot of sense to me cause I hadn't sesn examples. Well, this week I
was tutoring in the after school program and I worked with this little boy from the Navajo
reservation and I really saw this in action and I have a much better; landle on this stuff. He didn't
make any eye contact with me. He kept his eyes down. At first I thqught he was just shy or scared
(and maybe he was a little bit) but then I realized he might have
showing me respect. This
was one of the things we read about...eye contact. Then, when I asjkjed him a question to check his
no" answer. Instead, he
reading comprehension, I expected a pretty basic and simple "yes"
kind of went around and around with a lot of talking. First I thougli t he was just stalling or faking
it. Then I remembered our discussion about "story telling" in somd cultures...how setting up
history, characters, time, location and all that are important. We vmite Americans tend to just cut
to the chase with abrupt responses. So, now I have a better sense at least two cultural
communication differences based on my service project. This understanding really helped me
because I responded to him differently. Had I not know about this stuff, I might have treated him
differently or thought he was just weird. I know there are a lot of I1Native Americans near where I
live [a reservation near by] and I see them a lot. Now I'll act or trei them better the next time I
see or talk to them in my Dad's shop. Before knowing this stuff, I vijibuld have probably been rude
to them.
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Case Study #2 - Introduction to Chemistry
Reflection Prompt: You and your team were assigned to conduct two soil ample analyses: one from a school
or community garden on List A (highly affluent/resourced geographical are as) OR one from List B (underresourced geographical areas). What surprised you from your findings based on the analysis procedure from
the text and class discussion (C). How might you report your finding to the stakeholders at each site? What
would you say? How would you say it? Why? (B) Reflect on and share your personal feelings related to your
findings as a chemist and as a citizen and why this matters to you...and to sc ciety/neighborhoods as a whole
(A).

u

Steve B. Response (using only ABCs):
We looked at the school garden at Frasier Park. Soil sample depth were to 60cm in depth. The
analysis overall revealed typical results for pH, N, K, So, CI, Ca, Mg, and Fe. We conducted a sodium
adsorption rate (SAR) based on our last class discussion, which is; ess commonly requested
analysis that expresses the proportion of exchangeable sodium (N £|) to exchangeable calcium
(Ca2+) and magnesium (Mg2+) ions. Soils with SAR values at 13 oif ligher are considered sodic.
Crop growth on sodic soils is very poor. Excess sodium causes soil particles to repel each other,
preventing the formation of soil aggregates. This results in a very tiight soil structure with poor
water infiltration and surface crusting. In our case, SAR values weite; normal. We were, however,
surprised by the levels of lead found in the soil.

u
y

Garden soils contaminated with lead can pose a health risk if vegje :ables and fruits from the
garden are consumed. We don't usually think of our gardens as clajrigeirous or toxic, but
unfortunately some garden soils do contain toxic levels of lead, oil can be contaminated with
lead from several other sources—industrial sites, industrial sludg with heavy metals, until
recently from auto emissions, old lead plumbing pipes or even old orchard sites in production
when lead arsenate was in use. Given the school's location, this sihlould not have been a surprise
as it is near the abandoned Navy yards.
I would share with the school families who garden there that direc ingestion of lead from
contaminated soils is a risk. Soil clinging to the leaves, fruits or r6bts of crops can be directly
ingested. Wash and peel fruits and vegetables to reduce this risk. A 1% vinegar solution (2.5
tablespoons per gallon) or soapy water is an effective way to remove soil. Discard the outer
wrapper leaves of greens before washing. Wash off excess dirt from root crops outside the
home, preferably at an outside hose bib to prevent bringing contaminated soil into the home,
The amount of lead absorbed by plants is affected by the pH, org ic matter and phosphorus
content of the soil. To reduce lead uptake by plants, lime the soil to apHof6.5to7.0.Add
organic matter such as compost, leaf mold or grass clippings to thb gardening site. Add
phosphorus to the soil as recommended by a soil test.

Lj
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Introduction to Chemistry (cont) — Carla B. Response (using ABC 123 to assess/score):

u
u
y

u
y
y

u
y

We did our test at the community garden in Bridger Heights. Our team chp&e to conduct the option analysis
for Cation Exchange Capacity (CEC). Ion exchange in soils is one of the most important processes
influencing crop nutrition. CEC is an estimate of the capacity of soil to hoi (or adsorb) positively charged
(cation) nutrients. The major soil cations include: calcium (Ca2+),magnesi um (Mg2+), potassium (K+),
sodium (Na+), hydrogen (H+) and aluminum (A13+). The unit of measurement used to commonly express
CEC is centimoles of positive charge per kilogram of soil (cmol/kg) and is Equivalent to the units formerly
used to express CEC; milliequivalents per 100 grams (meq/lOOg). Results proved to be negligible.
What we did not expect to find was the high levels of lead in the soil. OMC ! - people are eating produce
that comes from these garden plots and they have no idea of how toxic it is: This makes me angry and sad!
I'm frustrated this has to be this way AND...there are some relatively easy jvays to address this but these
families are simply unaware. The easiest remedy would be to build and use raised beds. On top of that, we
need to let gardeners know there are several methods to reduce the risk of ead poisoning from lead
contaminated soils. Fruit and vegetable gardens should be located away from old painted buildings, heavy
traffic and sites where sludge with heavy metals was applied. Vegetables and fruits can accumulate lead in
their leafy green tissues, although lead accumulation will be lower in fruits In high-risk lead areas, grow
crops such as tomatoes, eggplants, peppers, squash, melons and cucumbers rather than leafy greens such as
lettuce, chard, collards or spinach. Crops such as carrots, radishes, turnips onions and potatoes can
accumulate lead and should not be planted in heavily contaminated soils.
I think what upset me the most was discovering real life evidence of enviniwirnental racism as we discussed in
class. The other teams in class reported healthy soil sample results from affluent areas whereas the underresourced neighborhoods consistently had toxins. I don't think this is nece sarily "an accident." It seems
like these places are the only geographic locations these families can affor■(1. The expression "you get what
you pay for" came through loud and clear here. It also makes me angry thuH our government and culture as a
whole doesn't seem to care very much about this. Clearly we need some * 1brown-field" policy for areas that
were formally factory/industrial sites that have been converted to residentia use. Why are there policies and
procedures in existence and practice in SOME neighborhoods and not in others? I can see the role Chemists
must play in policy making. I want us to discuss in class how government agencies and commercial
chemical companies address this real life issue and what we can do about i as professionals and as citizens,
As a citizen-student, I'm going to help these neighborhood gardens analyz^ and improve their soil... .NOW!
I'll feel much better knowing I can help.

A- 1 0
Level-1 2 3
ABC Total
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B- 1 0

X Level

C-l 0

ABC total =
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Case Study #3 - Basic Accounting

LJ

Your service-learning assignment was to help clients with their tax return^ We focused on specific yet
basic communication and inter-personal communication skills in class as important factors that enhance
basic accounting skills (c). Which of these did you have to use and what ti o you think you'll need in the
future? (b) How did you feel during your assistance sessions? How do you think your client felt during the
interaction? (a)

Ann's Response:

u

y
u

u
LJ

I've always been good at math and working with money has been easy. I've e ways kept a budget, even as a little
girl growing up. I never really understood why or how some people get so freaked out about money matters especially filling out tax forms. It's really a recipe of just filling in the blanks m the form. No big deal. I worked
with this sweet middle-aged man. His English was so-so as he's not original|y from this country. He is selfemployed as a gardener. I couldn't believe how little he was making. I wondldred how he could live on this. I
realized how lucky I am. We went through the forms fairly quickly. He watcHed me fill in the boxes. He didn't
ask a whole lot of questions. I handed his forms back to him and asked him ilhe had any questions and he shook
his head "no" so I guess he was satisfied with my work. Thanks for making uV do this assignment. I was really
able to hone my skills and affirm my goal to be a tax accountant.

A- 1 0

B- 1 0

C-l 0

ABC total =

Level-1 2 3
ABC Total

X Level

Toni's Response:

U

u

I was surprised to see this college-aged kid be my client. He said he had dropped out of college and was now
working part time as a cook at a family restaurant and building swimming po|<|> s with a contractor in the summer
when the weather was good. He was really confused and embarrassed about how little he made and how little he
knew about taxes. He said he'd never done this before and jumped at the chance to get some free tax help through
the community college. I felt sorry for this tough guy. I knew we had to get down to business but I also wanted
to establish a relationship and trust. I asked a little bit about his work - if he liked it, if it was hard doing
construction in the summer. That seemed to help break the ice a bit. I also tried to relate to his experience as
discussed in class and told him lots of people were nervous about doing taxes: That seemed to put him at ease,
too. As I went through each step, I asked clarification questions to be sure I j^jiderstood him. I explained what
certain terms meant and once I even asked him if he could explain that back ti> me in his own words using
paraphrasing - that way I really knew if HE knew what I had said. I felt gooq at the end of our session. He
smiled and shook my hand saying how much he appreciate me helping. He led himself a "dufuss" when it
came to financial matters. I said he was paying the bills and taking care of h self so he couldn't be too much of
a "dufuss" and he laughed. I realized an accountant has to balance being pen
.but not too personal. Your
client has to be comfortable with you and trust you. At the same time, you h e to maintain professional
boundaries. I know I'll keep this experience in mind for the future.

A- 1 0

B- 1 0

Level-1 2 3
ABC Total

X Level

C-l 0

ABC total =
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REFLECTING ON REFLECTION
WHO might conduct reflection in/with
your class?

WHAT type or format of reflection to
conduct?

WHEN will you. or could you conduct
reflection?

WHERE will you or could you conduc
reflection?

WHY will/should your conduct
reflection?

HOW will/do 1 assess reflection?

.

u
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ASSESSMENT
What is "assessment" and its purpose?

What is the difference between assessment &
evaluation?

What is the difference between assessment &
research?

When Is assessment conducted?

How do you typically assess students learning?

ASSESSMENT METHODS
Pre/post surveys and/or interviews (attitudes, knowledge)

Content analysis of reflection entries

Products

Partner/client satisfaction ratings

U

i
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OBJECTIVES

PARNTERS

ENGAGEMENT

Phoenix Center for
Teen Girls

REFli ACTION

ASSESSMENT

What do you want your
students to
experience,
demonstrate or
accomplish at the end
of this course?

What activities and/or
exercises students
might engage in to meet
your objectives.

When and how might
students reflect on their

How will you determine
& measure if your
objectives have been
achieved?

College students will
interact with teen-age
girls in an after school
program to teach them
quilt-making that
documents their life
story & experience.

Pre-flec ion written
respons e to cultural role
of quiltir <I +
expecta :ons &
concern s of upcoming
project.

Teens in program will
successfully create a
quilt that expresses
their life story.

College students will
serve as mentor/role
models to teen girls in
after school program for
at-risk.

What/Sc i What/Now
What re flection class
discuss i en using graffiti
method c inexperience
mid-tern l conducted by
center d i 'ector

Students will critically
reflect on their
experience and the role
of the arts in culture
using the ABCs of
reflection in written
journal entries.

experiences in light of
instructional objectives?

EXAMPLE: Arts In
Culture
Students will
demonstrate their
ability to create a quilt
to document a group's
story and history.

Weekly 2 hour
sessions after school
programming on M/W
or T/TH at 4:00 - 6:00
pm for 10 weeks

Students will
demonstrate an
understanding of the
cultural and historical
role of story telling in
quilt-making and folk
art.
Center director poses
weekly reflection
question in
collaboration with
instructor

y
u

u

ABCs in weekly written
journals
Students successfully
pass written course
exam.

u
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CASE STUDIES
These are based on actual courses but have been slightly modifie: Keep in mind, no course is
perfect. Some of these example nicely illustrate and reflect O.P.E.R A others less so. These are
just "snipits" of courses....base your CONSTRUCTIVE commeri ts based on what is here,
Carefully read the case study and answer the questions at tne end of each narrative.
Course Description #1

u

u
y

U

The instructor (a doctoral student) of an introductory Communication course gave her students
the option to write a final paper or find a non-profit organization on their own and ask what kind
of P.R. brochure/print materials they might need. Students who chose the latter option then
created a product based on the needs of the agency. Most students met with the director of the
agency at least two times, often toward the end of the semester, to ^et initial ideas for the produce
and then show the draft All of the students turned in their final pro iucts to the instructor for a
grade. The experience and exercise proved to be very valuable for [the students as they go to try
their hand at applying what they had learned in class and their own
situation. Students later talked about this experience and shared tlieir actual products while
interviewing for jobs, impressing potential employers. However, vei ry few of the students actually
forwarded the products on to the agency partner. Later, at least on e director of a partner agency
contact the department chair wondering about the outcome of the projects, asking when they
would receive them for use. Another angry NPO director called the department chair saying she
was upset about a student. This student evidently knocked on her [door in a panic saying she
needed to complete this assignment by the end of the week or she'i get a bad grade, pleading that
the director "help her out." The director did not know who the stui 2nt was or who the instructor
was. Likewise, she had not seen the final product she had helped ti 12 student complete for her
grade.
What do you see happening (positively or negatively)?
What is missing?
What elements of O.P.E.R.A. are evident and/or missing?
Other thoughts/comments:

u
u

u
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Course Description #2
An anthropology class on culture made an annual trip to the Navajo reservation for a weekend
mid-semester in October. The students helped cut/gather wood for :he coming winter. Students
stayed as guest in hogans with host families. The homes had no run ning water and students had
to dip water from barrels. In fact, some students tagged along as tribal elders drove pick up trucks
to a well to bring water back to some of the hogans. All of the home s had out-houses. College
policy limited the number of hours that could be drive on long-distance trips for safety issues. So,
the trip required a stay-over in Las Vegas both coming and going...this was one of the "perks" of
the trip and word had gotten out across campus about this aspect of the class and trip. Students
Ii
L;
were generally "willing" to attend this 8:00 a.m. class just so they could "take advantage" of this
"policy." Lots of discrete partying took place as the instructor essentially turned a blind eye and
no one was ever disciplined as long as they made it to the van the n«irt morning. Upon their return
to campus, the students shared their experiences on the reservation with friends and families,
Nearly all of the students were struck by and spoke about the stark poverty they encountered
coupled with the beauty and grace of the people they met and worl : d with. Many students stated
u
how good they felt about how they had helped out these poor, yet gontle people who had so little.
Similarly, nearly all students commented on how this experience h; (1 helped them realize how
'blessed" they were in their own lives. Students also noticed that so me of the hogans only had
blankets instead of doors. Consequently, the student began to plan service project to build
wooden doors that would be delivered by the same class next year oh this annual event as a
I surprise gift. Nearly three years later, students noticed that blanket:; made from the tribe's sheep
had replaced the wooden doors that had been delivered a year or sb earlier. The students asked
the elder what happened to the doors their friends had worked so hard to make two years earlier.
The tribal elders said they had used blankets for hundreds of years i nd that they worked fine. The
doors made great firewood in an exceptionally cold winter.

Li

u
u
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What do you see happening (positively or negatively)?
What is missing?
■U

What elements of O.P.E.R.A. are evident and/or missing?
Other thoughts/comments:

u
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Course Description #3

U

U
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Pre-professional nursing students in a service-learning class on ge ifqntology were assigned to
serve as companions to senior citizens to gain insight in the emotional and physical needs of these
patients and families. The instructor worked carefully with a county social agency to identify
appropriate clients. The students were paired up (for safety issues and together made one-hour
home visits once a week to see their clients. Assignments included identifying examples of issues,
behaviors, or concerns addressed in class/readings - this included ^fgns of dementia, loneliness,
gait/posture, speech/language, appearance/hygiene, confusion oven medication, personal
independence, and the new Medicaid provisions. Nursing students also practiced taking vital
signs such as pulse and blood pressure but were not allowed to dispense any medications or
"treatment." The students were also assigned to engage in social/iinteractive activities such as
taking walks, playing games, or "help out" around the house (e.g replace a light bulb). Initially
many of the nursing students balked at the service-learning assignment but quickly changes their
attitude as they enjoyed being with the seniors. Likewise, the seniors grew fond of the students
and saw them almost as "family" and looked forward to the weekly \fisits. During class session, the
instructor would cover a topic (e.g. personal hygiene) and tell the students to "watch for this" on
their next visit. Each of these observations was directly tied to course objectives and topics
making for a robust learning experience. However, the instructor rjftver returned to the topic for
follow up to discuss what (if anything) had been observed during the site visit. Results from the
end-of-year course evaluations indicated that students found the site visits to be very effective
exercises that enhanced their professional development. Both the instructor and student felt the
experience provided tremendous insight into the needs and issues senior citizens. Likewise, the
social work agency reported many of the seniors were happier because they had these young
people as companions. Other seniors reported their appreciation not only for the social
interaction, but for the help they got on trivial tasks such as reading and writing letters. Some
students, however, had also become upset and anxious about their ^counters. A few of the
students were upset about what they had seen and experienced, shei ring their concerns only with
friends or family. One particular student became depressed about :he way she and her family had
"put away" her grandmother in a nursing home and never saw her. A week or so after the
semester was over, the instructor received a phone call from the sojdal worker who helped
coordinate the site visits. The social worker indicated that several if the seniors had contacted
her asking where their new "young friends" were...they had simply topped coming. Some seniors
were actually concerned about the students, wondering if somethinift had "happened to them."
Other seniors wondered if they themselves had done something to '^>care them away."
What do you see happening (positively or negatively)?
What is missing?

y
y
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What elements of O.P.E.R.A. are evident and/or missing?
Other thoughts/comments:
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Course Description #4
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A political science instructor had two sections of a course on social movements and community organizing.
One section was a traditional "in-class" didactic approach of lecture, readings, and paper and the other
section used service-learning so students could apply skills and concepts iirom the class to authentic
situations. A set of 50 terms, strategies, historical figures in social movements, and key social movement
events was created as a pre/post test measure to assess students' cogniti u 2 growth in both sections. The
instructor met with the directors of four advocacy groups, environmental, health, housing, hunger] to
discuss the class and identify the needs/goals of the agencies. Students were put into one of four teams,
each working with the director and staff at the agency on a weekly basis f o r about one hour. Each team
then completed project activities outside of class time based on an action i:lan students collectively
developed and that was approved by the agency and instructor. For exanipl e, the student team on housing
created and distributed a flier on tenants' rights and hosted a monthly workshop conducted in the
commons area of low income apartment buildings. The instructor invited :he director of each agency to a
class session as a guest speaker at least once during the semester to addr <iks and reinforce a concept from
the readings/lectures as "social validation." Agency directors were also as; zed to respond to on-line
threaded discussion reflection. The students collectively generated a mep]i|i of reflection questions during
class time. The topics were related to what was being discussed in class a d applied to projects with
agencies. To minimize "dear diary" responses, students were required to .se the "What? So What? Now
What?" response format. Once a week, the instructor selected a salient reflection response for discussion in
class. One student was profoundly impacted and upset by what he had seim and experienced during his
project. The student wondered if the work they were doing was merely a band aid" and if they were
simply perpetuating a classist/racist system. The class and instructor weif£ able to "be with" that student
as he made personal meaning of the experience, largely using the: What? 53 What? Now What? reflection
response format. The discussions did not necessarily provide answers biit did provide opportunities for
students to discern personal meaning form the experience. More importantly, the class collectively decided
to address the issue raised by the student in their personal lives during tri .5 "now What?" discussions.
Another idealistic student was not content with only meeting part of their goals and that compromising
was a "sell out." The director of one partner agency replied to this studeni: s reflection comment
articulating how they celebrated each incremental success knowing they u ould come back to pursue the
"failures" at a later time. To merely give up because they did not fully me=1: all their goals would ultimately
harm the clients they were serving. Achieving "something" was better thaqi nothing. The agency would readdress the issue again next year and/or legislative session. Each action ]: an was successfully carried out
to the satisfaction of each agency. The instructor conducted a two-way analysis of co-variance of the
pre/post scores using the pre-test as the covariate to reveal significant cognitive growth and significant
difference between the S-L class and the traditional class. He went on to publish and present the results.
What do you see happening (positively or negatively)?
What is missing?
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What elements of O.P.E.R.A. are evident and/or missing?
Other thoughts/comments:
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Course Description #5
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A sociology professor taught two sections of an introductory course on re;search methods. She chose to
incorporate CBR into a service-learning course format into one of those se ctions while the other section
remained in its traditional lecture format. The instructor met with a soda! agency in early summer to
discuss possible projects after going over her course syllabus. The discussion indicated the skill/expertise
level of the students as to what they could and could not do. Likewise, th; conversation included a realistic
examination of timelines associated with a 15-week semester. The agency indicated they had tried a new
communication outreach program in one area of the community. They wlere eager to determine how
effective it was. Together, the students and instructor generated a series of "prompt" questions to help the
agency refine the nature of their questions. One question was a straight forward quantitative approach of
determining if the number of referrals had gone up with the new outreach program. A hypothesis and
research questions generated and tested. The other question was qualitative in nature, getting client
satisfaction about both outreach communication programs. The class bro ?:e into two groups, each focusing
on either the quantitative study or the qualitative study. The former created a survey as well as reviewed
files at the agency to tally the number of referrals. The latter created inteiview and survey questions to
assess client satisfaction. The instructor wasn't sure if she needed to subrjriit an application to the IRB
committee of the college as students were creating and collecting data on t(ehalf of the agency. But, the
instructor also recognized the potential for an article if the outcomes wer^ positive. She ultimately decided
to submit the application to IRB "just in case." The class met twice a week :or 15 weeks. Nearly all of one
class session per week was devoted.to "team time" to work on the project The other class sessions of the
week was generally focused on lecture and some reflection discussions re ating topics of the class and their
projects. Mid-semester, a student representative of each team met with t 2 agency director to show the
preliminary work and get feedback. The students then collected and ana yzed the data before summarizing
it in a report format. The quantitative analysis revealed a significant diffe|ije nee between the two outreach
approaches. The interviews revealed interesting and previously unknown affective issues of concern
related to client satisfaction. Student teams also assessed their own teamwork in terms of shared work
loads, communication, problem solving, conflict management and submitted their "review" to the
instructor. Each review included an "intervention plan" to address any i
s or areas of concern related to
the collaborative aspect of the project. At the end of the semester, the student teams presented a final
report and made a presentation to the agency. The agency used the resulh; to make substantive policy
changes to their outreach programs. Students reflect on their role and in.: act in making programmatic
changes to serve this particular clientele. Conversations included the neeij and purpose of agencies such as
this. The sociology instructor then had students consider how society/culture contributed to the need of
this agency to address social problems. The instructor compared grades and course evaluations between
the two sections of the courses. The CBR course was significantly higher than the traditional course
although students did "complain" about the amount of work they did. This outcomes were published and
presented at a national conference.
What do you see happening (positively or negatively)?
What is missing?
What elements of O.P.E.R.A. are evident and/or missing?
Other thoughts/comments:
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Course Description #6
The instructor of a child development course decided to implement) Participant observations in his
class. He told his students to find a kindergarten class to observe, Students were assigned to
conduct observations of the programs and interviews with the principals. Students were
instructed to observe for specific child behavior and teacher technic jes that were discussed in the
lectures and readings. Principals were to be interviewed to get info :mation about client
demographics, program philosophy and models, and personal reflections on the profession. Some
students immediately experienced difficulty as some schools required background checks and TB
tests...they didn't know what to do. The instructor told them to "firm another school." Students
who were successful in gaining access to classroom settings carefuljly charted and graphed their
observations and made class presentations. Likewise, the students i^rote reports on the interview
with the principal. Course evaluations were very position as students found the out-of-class
experience valuable and meaningful to their learning. Individual stuldents tended to find schools
that were nearby to the college, inadvertently inundating the schoo ;, teachers, and principals,
The week the interviews were due, students hastily called the scho: principal for interviews,
resulting in 3 or 4 calls to the unsuspecting building administrator ia ho did not know who the
students were, where they were coming from, or why they were ca ing. During one of the
interviews, the principal asked one student, "So tell me, what do we let out of all of this?" The
student replied she didn't know...all she knew was she had to turn rj lis assignment in and could
the principal help her get her grade.

What dp you see happening (positively or negatively)?
What is missing?
What elements of O.P.E.R.A. are evident and/or missing?
Other thoughts/comments:

u
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Course Description #7
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The instructor of a service-learning public health course had her students doing various activities
with community agencies focused on health issues. Many of the student projects were around
curriculum development, doing in-take for "drop-in" patients at a d:i nic, conducting some policy
briefs on best practice. The course itself did not incorporate any co mmunity-based research,
Likewise, the instructor had no plans of publishing or presenting on the course - she simply liked
the philosophy of service-learning and the immediate, tangible impE ct it had on health-related
issues and needs in the course.
One agency decided to create a survey to help plan programming in the future. The director asked
two students to help create the survey items that covered a variety of questions such as income,
prevalence of any health conditions, and background knowledge on simple "at home" treatments,
The students developed the survey and the director was so pleased with it that she asked the two
students to administer the survey as an interview in a nearby neighl) orhood the agency serves as
part of their service-learning activity. The two students went out in t<o a low-income neighborhood
one early evening as it began to get dark and knocked on doors to aw minister the quick 10-item
survey. They soon realized they would not cover as much territory as they needed to so they
broke up so they could cover more houses on their own. At one hoWie, the student knocked on the
door and a middle-aged man came to the door. He appeared slightl .Jf inebriated. The student
began asking the interview questions and when it came to the personal income and incidence
items, the respondent became angry. He asked, "who are you and vvlhat business do you have
asking me these kinds of question!?" The student attempted to exp lin the survey was from a
nearby health clinic and that he was just a student volunteer collecting data. The resident then
reached behind the door and pulled out a baseball bat and said, "Get off my property and don't you
ever come back here again asking me all these questions or I'll beal:your head in!" The student
ran away and caught up with his partner. Together they ran back tjo their car and immediately
called their instructor and told her what happened.

What do you see happening (positively or negatively)?
What is missing?
What elements of O.P.E.R.A. are evident and/or missing?
Other thoughts/comments:
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Course Description #8 - Three Short (but true ^gnettes)
An Environmental Science instructor called up a local community gard en. He told the director,
"I'm teaching a service-learning class this semester and my student^ have to put in 15 hours....do
you have anything for them to do so they can get their hours in?"
Two students walked into a senior citizen day care center and say, Hi! Our professor told us we
had to put in 10 hours of service....and it's the end of the semester.!, this is due at the end of the
week. Do you have anything that we can do? We REALLY need your help or we're going, to lose
points."
A Communications instructor has assigned her students to go out and find a non-profit agency and
create a brochure for them. Two students make an appointment with the director of a food bank.
When they arrived, they presented their brochure to the director saying, "We made this for you as
part of an assignment in our class. We hope you like it. Now, can ydu sign this documentation
sheet so we can turn it in?"

y
What do you see happening (positively or negatively)?
What is missing?
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What elements of O.P.E.R.A. are evident and/or missing?
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Faculty Promotion & Tenure Case Study #1 - Dr Rogers
Dr. Rogers is an assistant professor in the Department of Education at largp , urban, research university.
Her research interests are in the area of reading and diversity issues. She has written articles on feminist
theory and oppression within the context of reading and literature. She is in her 5th year as a faculty
member and is preparing for her review in the promotion and tenure procfess
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Her vita indicates she has attended and presented at nearly 16 conference'; during her short time as a
faculty member. Her department P & T criteria list presentations at confe rences as secondary importance
whereas publications in refereed journals or publications of books are considered to be of primary
importance.
In her first year as an eager assistant professor, she was invited by a loca nner-city school district to
conduct a series of short-term in-service workshops for teachers. The wbflkshop evaluations were
generally positive, however no outcome data on actual implementation o flhe skills she taught them were
collected nor published.
Dr. Rogers was asked by the department's student advisory committee to ■= ssist and participate in a
^" city school just prior to the
weekend service project where the students helped paint and clean an iinn<;r
start of the academic year.
Dr. Rogers was successful in obtaining a large grant from the US DepartmE it of Education to create an
innovative reading program. This is viewed very favorably by her department's promotion and tenure
criteria with the caveat that such projects generate publications in refere^tp journals. She spent the first
year developing the curriculum and then announced the project through etter that went out to inner-city
schools offering them free materials and training. Only two schools responded to the invitation to attend
er had her teaching assistants
an overview of the project at the university. As the project continued, Dr.
make periodic visits to the school sites to "check on" the progress of the project One school was
experiencing difficulty and it appeared that the curriculum was actually not being implemented "correctly"
and Dr. Rogers sent a note indicating that the school was in jeopardy of b<;ing excluded form the project
unless the procedures and situation were not rectified. Student reading pqrfibrmance data were being
collected in the participating schools and two comparison schools.
Another responsibility of Dr. Rogers was to implement and supervise internships of teacher candidates,
She visited her 10 student teachers every two weeks. The visit typically in duded an observation and then a
15- minute meeting to debrief. The teacher candidates had to demonstrate mastery of specific
competencies outlines by the state office of education.
Dr. Rogers also teaches two classes a semester. One is a graduate course dii feminism theory employing a
lecture and reading format. The other course is a reading methods course with no field experiences. It too,
uses a lecture format with a written report, and final exam.
Dr. Rogers was successful in getting one article on feminism theory in the area of reading published in her
second year. She has one book chapter in progress. She also services on the department's admissions
committee and the university's human subject review board (IRB). She ha|$ been a guest reviewer for one
refereed journal but is not currently serving on any other national boards or associations.
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Faculty Promotion & Tenure Case Study #2 - Dr. (j reenjeans
Dr. Greenjeans is a tenure-track faculty member in the Department of Botany at a large, research-based
land grant university. She teaches course in agricultural studies as well as one liberal arts course for nonmajors in environmental studies. Her research interests are in drought-trj erant hybrid corn/maize as a
food source and efficient irrigation procedures. She is in her 5th year as a acuity member and is coming up
for review for promotion and tenure.
As part of the liberal arts course, Dr. Greenjeans created a service-learnin class in which students created
an eco-curriculum for an inner-city school. The class and project met the ihstitution's liberal arts
requirements for communication, analysis, problem-solving, and citizenship University students worked
with junior high students to develop the instructional materials and then $pent at least one hour a week in
the school working with small groups of students. As part of the course, she conducted a pre/post teach to
assess the university students' cognitive skills for the course's objectives iji basic, introductory
environmental studies. Using another section of the course taught by a co league, she was able to have a
comparison group for her analysis and she eventually published an article on the class in a refereed journal,
As part of the service-learning course, Dr. Greenjeans also conducted reflEttion sessions using a "rubric" to
assess students' affective, behavioral, and cognitive process in written journal entries and published the
results in a prominent, refereed journal on service-learning.
Dr. Greenjeans was also awarded a grant form the U.N. and teamed up witl|i a colleague in the school of
business and school of engineering to create an interdisciplinary study/service trip on creating irrigation
infrastructure to support a maize program in Africa. Student in the botaiM, MPS, and engineering programs
and the faculty members spent three weeks during the summer to teach joocal farmers and government
officials. Their study examined the long-term impact of the project. Liked ise, each instructor conducted a
pre/post cognitive and attitudinal measure of their students in their respjf |ctive programs. Each instructor
was able to publish the results in their respective journals. Part of the three week project included student
reflection sessions in which students discussed their impression of their s&perience and how they planned
on using this experience in the future in their careers.
Dr. Greenjean's service activities include serving as a consultant and advisor to the state extension agency,
In that capacity, she helped develop a needs assessment with the agency
conducted workshops,
Extension agents and the farmers they served identified specific issues. Fallowing the workshops, Dr.
Greenjeans helped local farmers learn how to collect/gather productivity (jlata to assess the impact of the
irrigation methods that were introduced. The project results were published in refereed journals. She also
used the projects activities and results in her coursework and brought her class to one site for a field trip.
Other service activities included serving on the Botany department's admissions committee, the college
curriculum committee, and the library periodicals advisory board. She a !!3 serves on the advisory board of
a local urban "eco center." Finally Dr. Greenjeans serves as a reviewer on two editorial review boards of
national refereed journals and is a member of the executive committee olr national professional
organization. In preparing her personal statement for the promotion/tenure review, she referred to the
university's mission statement and departmental criteria, both of which emphasized the institution's
commitment to integrate teaching with research to serve the community! Dr. Greenjeans also described
her service-learning as a form of pedagogy, cited Kolb's model as the theoretical foundation for the course,
and demonstrated effectiveness through the data she had collected.
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lohn Dewey - Experiential Education and Education for Democracy
Arguably the most influential thinker on education in the twentieth :entury, Dewey's contribution
lies along several fronts. His attention to experience and reflection, democracy and community,
and to environments for learning have been seminal. Three key 'educational texts that seem to
appeal most strongly to educators are:
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Dewey, J. (1916) Democracy and Education. An introduction o the philosophy of education
, New York: Free Press. Classic discussion of education for d^jnocracy ('sharing in a
common life') that includes an important reconceptualization of vocational learning.
Dewey, J. (1933) How We Think. A restatement of the relation of reflective thinking to the
educative process (Revised edn.), Boston: D. C. Heath. Brilliant:, accessible exploration of
thinking and its relationship to learning. Dewey's concern w:; h experience, interaction and
reflection - and his worries about linear models of thinking still make for a rewarding read,
The book's influence lives on in the recent concern with experience and reflection in
writers like Kolb and Schon.
Dewey, J. (1938) Experience and Education. New York: Colli^ Books. (Collier edition first
published 1963). In this book Dewey seeks to move beyond dualities such as progressive /
traditional and to outline a philosophy of experience and its relation to education.
http://www.infed.org/thinkers/et-dewey.htm
David A. Kolb - Experiential Education
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David A. Kolb (with Roger Fry) created a well-known experiential li&rning model out of four
elements: concrete experience, observation and reflection, the formation of abstract concepts and
" as it reflects basic tenets
testing in new situations. This model particularly appeals to "hard sciences
of the scientific method. He represented these in an experiential leading circle that involves (1)
concrete experience followed by (2) observation and experience fo owed by (3) forming abstract
concepts followed by (4) testing in new situations (after Kurt Lewiji . Kolb and Fry (1975) argue
that the learning cycle can begin at any one of the four points - and that it should really be
approached as a continuous spiral. However, it is suggested that the learning process often begins
with a person carrying out a particular action and then seeing the elect of the action in this
situation.
http://learningfromexperience.com/media/2010/08/ELT-Hbk-MLjD-LFE-website-2-10-08.pdf
http://www.infed.org/biblio/b-explrn.htm
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Kurt Lewin - Action Research
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Kurt Lewin was a seminal theorist who deepened our understanding of groups, experiential
learning, and action research. His approach of action research is particularly applicable to servicelearning and CBR cases and involves a spiral of steps, each of which is composed of a circle of
planning, action and fact-finding about the result of the action. Actid|n research has gained a
significant foothold both within the realm of community-based, and participatory action research;
and as a form of practice oriented to the improvement of educative encounters (e.g. Carr and
Kemmis 1986). The use of action research to deepen and develop classroom practice has grown
into a strong tradition of practice (one of the first examples being the
t\ work of Stephen Corey in
1949).
http://www.infed.org/thinkers/et-lewin.htm
Donald Schon - Reflective Teaching and Learning
Donald Schon made a remarkable contribution to our understandin of the theory and practice of
learning. His innovative thinking around notions such as 'the learning society', 'double-loop
learning' and 'reflection-in-action' has become part of the language 4f education. The notions of
reflection-in-action, and reflection-on-action were central to Donalc Schon's efforts in this area,
The former is sometimes described as 'thinking on our feet'. It invo es looking to our experiences,
connecting with our feelings, and attending to our theories in use. It entails building new
understandings to inform our actions in the situation that is unfoldfftg
http://www.infed.org/thinkers/et-schon.htm
Social Development Theory & Constructivism
Lev Vygotski
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Vygotsky's Social Development Theory is the work of Russian psychologist Lev Vygotsky (18961934), who lived during Russian Revolution. Vygotsky's work was 1^rgely unkown to the West
until it was published in 1962. Vygotsky's theory is one of the foundations of constructivism. It
asserts three major themes:
Social interaction plays a fundamental role in the process of Cognitive development In
contrast to Jean Piaget's understanding of child developmentt (in which development
necessarily precedes learning), Vygotsky felt social learning ]]recedes development. He
states: "Every function in the [student's] cultural developme^': appears twice: first, on the
social level, and later, on the individual level; first, between 13<J:ople (interpsychological) and
then inside the child (intrapsychological)." (Vygotsky, 1978).
The More Knowledgeable Other (MKO). The MKO refers to aiftyone who has a better
understanding or a higher ability level than the learner, with :*espect to a particular task,
process, or concept The MKO is normally thought of as being a teacher, coach, or older
adult, but the MKO could also be peers, a younger person, or sjven computers.
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The more knowledgeable other (MKO) is somewhat self-explanatory;; it refers to someone who
has a better understanding or a higher ability level than the learner with respect to a particular
task, process, or concept Although the implication is that the MKO is; a teacher or an older adult,
this is not necessarily the case. Many times, a child's peers or an adult's children may be the
individuals with more knowledge or experience. For example, who| : s more likely to know more
about the newest teen-age music groups, how to win at the most recent PlayStation game, or how
to correctly perform the newest dance craze - a child or their par
In fact, the MKO need not be a person at all. Some companies, to sutjbort employees in their
learning process, are now using electronic performance support sys; ems. Electronic tutors have
also been used in educational settings to facilitate and guide studei^js through the learning
process. The key to MKOs is that they must have (or be programm with) more knowledge about
the topic being learned than the learner does.
The Zone of Proximal Development (ZPD). The ZPD is the dis: :ance between a student's
ability to perform a task under adult guidance and/or with peer collaboration and the
student's ability solving the problem independently. According to Vygotsky, learning
occurred in this zone.
The concept of the More Knowledgeable Other is integrally related to the second important
principle of Vygotsky's work, the Zone of Proximal Development. This is an important
concept that relates to the difference between what a child c=n achieve independently and
what a child can achieve with guidance and encouragement from a skilled partner. For
example, the child could not solve the jigsaw puzzle (in the e>::ample above) by itself and
would have taken a long time to do so (if at all), but was abl£ to solve it following
interaction with the father, and has developed competence at this skill that will be applied
to future jigsaws. Vygotsky (1978) sees the Zone of Proxima|! Development as the area
where the most sensitive instruction or guidance should be given - allowing the child to
develop skills they will then use on their own - developing h|i ijher mental functions,
Vygotsky also views interaction with peers as an effective way of developing skills and
strategies. He suggests that teachers use cooperative learning exercises where less
competent children develop with help from more skillful peers - within the zone of
proximal development.
Vygotsky focused on the connections between people and the socioqultural context in which they
act and interact in shared experiences (Crawford, 1996). According :o Vygotsky, humans use tools
that develop from a culture, such as speech and writing, to mediate tjheir social environments.
Initially children develop these tools to serve solely as social functib1 hs, ways to communicate
needs. Vygotsky believed that the internalization of these tools led to higher thinking skills.
http://vviAAV.learning-theories.c0m/vygotskys-social-learning-the9lly.htjTil
http://www.simplypsychology.org/vygotsky.html
Terome Bruner
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Jerome S. Bruner (1915-) is one of the best-known and influential ;rjfc;ychologists
the
twentieth
' - butof
it is
the
field of
century. He was one of the key figures in the so-called 'cognitive revolution
education that his influence has been especially felt His books The rocess of Education and
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Towards a Theory of Instruction have been widely read and become recognized as classics, and
his work on the social studies programme - Man: A Course of Study ^(|MAC0S) - in the mid-1960s is
a landmark in curriculum development. More recently Bruner has come to be critical of the
'cognitive revolution' and has looked to the building of a cultural psychology that takes proper
account of the historical and social context of participants.
The Process of Education (1960) was a landmark text. It had a dire impact on policy formation in
the United States and influenced the thinking and orientation of a v de group of teachers and
scholars, Its view of children as active problem-solvers who are re; dy to explore 'difficult' subjects
while being out of step with the dominant view in education at tharJ tjime, struck a chord with
many. 'It was a surprise', Jerome Bruner was later to write (in the pref;ace to the 1977 edition),
that a book expressing so structuralist a view of knowledge and so hjtuitionist
i
an approach to the
process of knowing should attract so much attention in America, whkre empiricism had long been
the dominant voice and 'learning theory' its amplifier' (ibid.: vii).
Four key themes emerge out of the work around The Process of Education (1960:11-16):
1) The role of structure in learning and how it may be made Central in teaching. The
approach taken should be a practical one. 'The teaching and yarning of structure, rather
than simply the mastery of facts and techniques, is at the ceiitier of the classic problem of
transfer... If earlier learning is to render later learning easier, it must do so by providing a
general picture in terms of which the relations between thinj^s encountered earlier and
later are made as clear as possible' (ibid.: 12).
- ave wasted a great deal of
2) Readiness for learning. Here the argument is that schools
people's time by postponing the teaching of important areas because they are deemed 'too
difficult'. We begin with the hypothesis that any subject can fy e taught effectively in some
intellectually honest form to any child at any stage of development (ibid.: 33)This notion
underpins the idea of the spiral curriculum - 'A curriculum a!4 it develops should revisit this
basic ideas repeatedly, building upon them until the student Has grasped the full formal
apparatus that goes with them' (ibid.: 13).
3) Intuitive and analytical thinking. Intuition ('the intellectual technique of arriving and
plausible but tentative formulations without going through rJHe analytical steps by which
such formulations would be found to be valid or invalid cone iisions' ibid.: 13) is a much
neglected but essential feature of productive thinking. Here ^[runer notes how experts in
different fields appear 'to leap intuitively into a decision or tto a solution to a problem'
(ibid.: 62) - a phenomenon that Donald Schon was to explore! some years later - and looked
to how teachers and schools might create the conditions for fahtuition to flourish.
4) Motives for learning. 'Ideally', Jerome Bruner writes, iinterest in the material to be
learned is the best stimulus to learning, rather than such extei rnal goals as grades or later
competitive advantage1 (ibid.: 14). In an age of increasing sp^ptatorship, 'motives for
learning must be kept from going passive... they must be bas^d as much as possible upon
the arousal of interest in what there is be learned, and they rtotust be kept broad and diverse
in expression' (ibid.: 80).
http://www.infed.org/thinkers/bruner.htm

Critical Theory
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Paulo Freire - Theory of the Oppressed & Theory of Hope
Paulo Freire's work has influenced people working in education, community development,
community health and many other fields. Freire developed an app jjoach to education that links the
identification of issues to positive action for change and developme nt While Freire's original work
was in adult literacy, his approach leads us to think about how we can 'read' the society around us
and is especially appropriate for social justice courses. For Freire, tr e educational process is never
neutral. People can be passive recipients of knowledge — whateve^ the content — or they can
engage in a 'problem-posing' approach in which they become activq participants. As part of this
approach, it is essential that people link knowledge to action so tha they actively work to change
their societies at a local level and beyond which is congruent with service-learning courses.
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bell hooks - Feminist Theory
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bell hooks is heavily influenced by Paulo Freire whom she met and 1/forked with on a number of
occasions. She uses a quote from him at the beginning of Teaching Community to illustrate its
subtitle. 'It is imperative that we maintain hope even when the harshness of reality may suggest
the opposite' bell hooks writes. She claims that she was like a persch dying of thirst when she first
encountered Freire and although she did not agree with everything he said, she maintains that 'the
fact that there was some mud in my water was not important' Freir (»has had a profound effect on
her thinking and on bell hooks' practice, particularly around the co rfpepts of literacy and
consciousness raising. She also promotes a notion of praxis in a sim. ar way to Freire i.e. a
combination of reflection and action and regards her notion of'engdked pedagogy' as one which
requires praxis on the part of not only students but also teachers. Teachers must be aware of
themselves as practitioners and as human beings if they wish to tes .cjh students in a nonthreatening, anti-discriminatory way. Self-actualisation should be t 2 goal of the teacher as well as
the students.
bell hooks' first major book on education, Teaching to Transgress, was published in 1994. It is a
collection of essays exploring her ideas. She writes in a very personal style, often anecdotal giving
examples from her own experiences. This is quite deliberate as she ijitended the book to be read
by a diverse audience covering anyone interested in the practice of elducation. She argued for a
progressive, holistic education - engaged pedagogy:
To educate as the practice of freedom is a way of teaching that anydhe can learn. That learning
process comes easiest to those of us who teach who also believe that there is an aspect of our
vocation that is sacred; who believe that our work is not merely to iiare information but to share
in the intellectual and spiritual growth of our students. To teach in manner that respects and
cares for the souls of our students is essential if we are to provide th<; necessary conditions where
learning can most deeply and intimately begin (hooks 1994:13). S goes on to stress the
demands this places upon educators in terms of authenticity and a ihmitment
Progressive, holistic education, "engaged pedagogy" is more demanding that conventional critical
or feminist pedagogy. For, unlike these two teaching practices, it emph asizes well-being. That
means that teachers must be actively involved committed to a process of self-actualization that
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promotes their own well-being if they are to teach in a manner th4 empowers students, (hooks
1994:15)
Nearly ten years after the publication of Teaching to Transgress, hotiks produced a sequel entitled
Teaching Community with a subtitle of A Pedagogy of Hope. This boik develops themes in the
earlier book and in particular the process of building community Irji the classroom.
http://www.infed.org/thinkers/hooks.htm
Henry Giroux - Neo-Liberalism.
Henry Giroux's work develops many key themes in the overall challenge to neo-liberalism and
class divided society and the development of a progressive critical l|)|edagogy. He speaks constantly
of the importance of democratic engagement in public life. He develops a language not just of
critique of oppressive institutions and policies, but a language of possibility, His work is firmly
associated with the progressive insistence that educators must advance human empowerment
and participative democracy whatever their subject area. Inevitably this leads Henry Giroux into
one of the most powerful multidimensional critiques of the political social, cultural, education and
economic features of neo-liberalism. To teach well you confront the; system as it is today. In
challenging this overarching new phenomenon, the question of how we are constructed as
subjects and agents of either change or acceptance is of profound significance and requires more
diverse understanding and knowledge and a more subtle and comrtiitted pedagogy. Quite simply
progressive educationalists need to know more about the formatio of identity and moral values
than previously because neo-liberalism itself has exploited its reco nition of the sensitive impact
certain influences can have. Hence the domination of the media in few hands.
http://www.infed.org/thinkers/henry_giroux.htm
http://julkinensosiologia.files.wordpress.com/2009/07/experient^,_educ-critical_pedagogy.pdf
Myles Horton - Informal Schools/Education for Social Change
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Myles Horton (1905-1990) - Born and raised in Tennessee, Myles HHbrton was inspired by the Folk
Schools in Denmark. He decided to start a peoples' school in Tenness ee and he and Don West
began the Highlander Folk School in 1932. Myles, along with many cit her staff at Highlander
provided a gathering place, a democracy school, for leaders of the labor and civil rights movement
and later, work in Appalachia. A key and unique aspect of the Folk School was the two-week adult
education workshops that were conducted. This approach lends itself nicely to Jan-term courses.
" in the community who do
He focused on individuals teaching each other, including using "experts
the work.
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Scholar Mark Smith suggested modern understandings of informal education owe much to the
Work of Rousseau (in Emile, and The Social Contract) - and to educators such as Pestalozzi and
Hebart - who took up his concerns. Pestalozzi once wrote that within the living room of every
household 'are united the basic elements of all true human education in its whole range'. In
Denmark Grundtvig's exploration of the education in the context of :tie folk high school also added
to this tradition
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Engaged Pedagogy
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Engaged pedagogy is applied to and contextualized in a variety of v^iys , all of which can be
associated to an extent to service-learning and community-based r^lsearch (CBR). One context is
the nature in which students are "engaged" or participating in their awn learning. This is nicely
summarized by Colby et al (2003) in some basic components and can help an instructor
conceptualize and conduct a course. These include: 1) active learning, 2) learning as a social
process, 3) knowledge shaped by contexts, 4) reflective practice, and 5) capacity to represent an
idea in more than one modality.
Colby, A., Ehrlic, T., Beaumont, E., & Stephens, J. (2003). Educating^: tizens: Preparing America's
undergraduates for lives of moral and civic responsibility. San Francisco: Jossey Bass
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Another context of engaged pedagogy is nurturing students' civic sifells as a citizen in a just and
democratic society. Battistoni (2002) summarized eight specific sty Is students need to be
engaged citizens. Again, these can/may be applied to experiential laming, especially community
engaged courses focused on social justice and change. These incluc^ 1) political knowledge and
critical thinking skills, 2) communication skills, 3) public problem solving, 4) civic judgment, 5)
civic imagination and creativity, 6) collective action, 7) community/coalition building, and 8)
organizational skills.
Battistoni, R.M. (2002). Civic engagement across the curriculum. Providence, RI: Campus
Compact.
Engaged Scholarship - Ernest Boyer
"The scholarship of engagement means connecting the rich resources- of the university to our most
pressing social, civic and ethical problems, to our children, to our scftbols, to our teachers and to our
cities..."
In 1987, the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching qommissioned a report to
examine the meaning of scholarship. Scholarship Reconsidered, authored by the late Ernest Boyer,
challenged higher education to embrace the full scope of academic work.:, moving beyond an
exclusive focus on traditional and narrowly defined research as the §n\y legitimate avenue to
further knowledge. He proposed four interrelated dimensions of scholarship; discovery,
integration, application and teaching. Subsequently, Boyer expanded his definition to include the
scholarship of engagement which regards service as scholarship whlen it requires the use of
knowledge that results from one's role as a faculty member.
The scholarship of discovery refers to the pursuit of inquiry and in^estigati on in search
of new knowledge.
The scholarship of integration consists of making connections across disciplines and
advancing knowledge through synthesis.
Trie-scholarship of application asks how knowledge can be applied to the social issues of
the times in a dynamic process that generates and tests new theory and
knowledge.
The scholarship of teaching includes not only transmitting knowlecjl^e, but also
transforming and extending it.
The scholarship of engagement connects any of the above dimensions of scholarship to
the understanding and solving of pressing social, civic, and etsftiical problem
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Boyer, Ernest. (1996). The Scholarship of Engagement. Journal of Public Outreach. 1(1): 11-20.
http://smu.edu/housing/Resources/SS%20Class%20Boyer%20ArtJicle
icle.pdf
http://teachingphilosophyworkgroup.bgsu.wikispaces.net/file/view/BoyerScholarshipReconside
red.pdf
Theological Models and Frameworks
Catholic Social Thought
: basic tenets of Catholic Social
Teaching at a Catholic college, instructors should at least be aware
Thought/Teaching (CST). There is no single document outlining the| ;e tenets, however the Ten
Basic Building Blocks is a useful tool for understanding the principle^ and how all or part of them
may apply to your teaching and scholarship. Articulating this as pan: of your promotion and
tenure portfolio (Form A) is a critical process. As such, it would serve every instructor to be
familiar with those "building blocks" and be prepared to indicate how your work reflects these
principles. Of these ten, the principles of "participation" and common good" are especially
applicable.
http://www.scarboromissions.ca/Scarboro_missions_magazine/Issfes/1999/September/strong_
words.php
http://www.educationforjustice.org/catholic-social-teaching-resoiirces
http://www.educationforjustice.org/resource-maps-cst

